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ABSTRACT

The adsorption of CO molecules on models of the MgO 
(001) surface was investigated using GAUSSIAN 92. Different 
sized cluster models and basis sets were used to determine 
the optimized geometries of the CO molecule, the dipole 
moment and the adsorption energy, and for some clusters, the 
surface geometry. Clusters of MgO one layer thick with nine 
atoms in the layer (3x3x1) , one layer thick with twenty-five 
atoms in the layer (5x5x1) , and two layers thick with nine 
atoms in each layer (3x3x2) were used as cluster models with 
the ST0-3G, LANL1DZ and 3-21G* basis sets to determine the 
optimized CO position above the surface. These values were 
compared to values determined experimentally and by other 
computational models. The 3x3x1 cluster model with Mg or 0 
as the central atom, the presence of an atom (possibly a 
defect) under the central atom, the charge on the cluster, 
and the orientation of the CO molecule were investigated for 
each basis set, and the results on the optimized geometry 
were compared.

The 3-21G* basis set and the 3x3x1 cluster model were 
used to determine dipole moments and binding energies for 
each of the above mentioned conditions. To model catalyst 
defects, a sulfur atom was placed below the central Mg and 
the geometry optimizations, dipole moment, and adsorption 
energy were determined using the 3-21G* basis set.

iii
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Finally, the Laplacian of the electron distribution 
used to investigate the chemical properties of the 
interaction of the CO molecule with the MgO (001) surface 
The effect of the different cluster conditions and CO 
orientations are demonstrated using contour plots of the 
Laplacian of the electron density (-V2p) .
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CHAPTER 1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY

1.1 Introduction
Chemistry may be defined as the study of the 

composition, structure, and properties of matter and of the 
reactions by which one form of matter may be produced from 
or converted into other forms1. Quantum chemistry applies 
quantum mechanics to problems in chemistry, using the 
motions and interactions of electrons and nuclei to 
determine molecular properties. Quantum chemistry is used 
today in all branches of chemistry and molecular physics. Ab 
initio quantum chemistry is a computational method that has 
become a useful tool for the study of molecular structure, 
structural stability, and reaction mechanisms2. Ab initio is 
Latin for "from the beginning" which means these are 
calculations based on fundamental principles and universal 
constants, and not parametrized to fit existing knowledge. 
Using a computational approach to the study of chemistry 
allows the comparison of experimental results to theoretical 
models. Computational methods can also be used to study 
problems that may be difficult or impossible to study 
experimentally. A deeper understanding of molecular 
processes is obtained that could not be acquired by 
experimental methods alone. Computational quantum mechanics

1
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2
can be used to estimate the relative stabilities of 
molecules or to investigate the mechanisms of chemical 
reactions. Spectroscopists use quantum mechanics to 
understand and interpret the frequencies and intensities of 
lines in a spectrum. Biochemists can use computational 
methods to study the conformation of biological molecules, 
enzyme-substrate binding, and solvation of biological 
molecules. Finally, computational methods can produce 
results with great accuracy but may be more economical than 
experimental methods3. For example, the costly disposal of 
hazardous materials is completely avoided.

The ab initio method uses a theoretical model within 
which the structures, energies, and other physical 
properties can be explored. This is done using variational 
methods where an approximation to the ground state energy of 
a system can be obtained by calculating an approximate 
solution to the Schrodinger equation, not an exact solution. 
This expectation value will be greater than the energy for 
the exact wavefunction which reduces the problem to one of 
finding values that minimize the energy of the theoretical 
wavefunction. The wavefunction, i|r, is a mathematical 
function that contains all the information that can be known 
about a system.

The importance of ab initio quantum chemistry was 
recognized by the Swedish Academy of Sciences. The 1998 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Walter Kohn and John
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3
A. Pople for their contributions in the area of quantum 
chemistry. The citation reads, "to Walter Kohn for his 
development of the density-functional theory and to John 
Pople for his development of computational methods in 
quantum chemistry."4

Kohn demonstrated that it is not necessary to consider 
the motion of each individual electron in a molecule, but 
rather the average number of electrons located at any one 
point in space. This density-functional theory has led to a 
method that is simpler from a computational perspective. It 
postulates that the total energy for a system described by 
the laws of quantum mechanics can be determined 
theoretically if the spatial distribution (electron density) 
is known. This is a function that will be explored later in 
order to characterize chemical interactions, not just the 
energy of the system. The equation for calculating the 
energy has been determined accurately enough to allow large- 
scale studies of molecular systems.

Pople developed the computational methods that made 
possible the theoretical study of molecules, their 
properties, and their behavior in chemical reactions. Pople 
knew that if theoretical methods were to be accepted in 
chemistry it would be necessary to know the accuracy of the 
results for any given situation. Also, the methods must be 
easy to use and not require an excessive amount of computer 
resources or user programming. GAUSSIAN-70 is a computer
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4
program developed by Pople at the end of the 1960 s that 
satisfied the above requirements. This program has been 
refined in methodology while building up a well-documented 
model chemistry. Pople included Kohn's density-functional 
theory in the beginning of 1990. (GAUSSIAN 92 is the version 
used in this paper.) Kohn and Pople have provided the tools 
necessary for studying more complex molecules.

The currency of ab initio quantum chemistry is 
demonstrated by two articles that appeared recently in 
Physics Today, and Scientific American. The feature article 
in the September 1999 issue of Physics Today, is titled 
Computational Materials Science: The Era of Applied Quantum 
Mechanics by Jerzy Bemholc. "The properties of new and 
artificially structured materials can be predicted and 
explained entirely by computations, using atomic numbers as 
the only input"s. The article includes a brief description 
of the methodology of ab initio calculations, examples of 
current applications to materials such as C60, C36, and 
silicon, new methods in ab initio calculations, and the 
future outlook for materials science using quantum mechanics 
and ab initio methods. Why Things Break by Mark E. Eberhart 
in the October 1999 issue of Scientific American uses the 
change in charge density as a bond is breaking or forming to 
predict whether a material fails by brittle (breaking) or 
ductile (bending) means. The author concludes, "Rather than 
searching blindly for a base alloy with the ideal set of
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5
intrinsic properties, materials designers will use computers 
to calculate the charge density of candidate base alloys. 
From this information they will determine how the charge 
density must be changed to produce the desired properties 
and then make predictions as to which alloying elements will 
produce these changes. For the first time, a new alloy will 
be designed beginning with its electronic structure."6 
"Having a theory for creating materials that behave just as 
they are intended could revolutionize, ..., the conventional 
trial-and-error searches that eat up billions of dollars and 
years of researchers' time."6

1.2 Development of Quantum Mechanics
Quantum mechanics was developed between 1925 and 1927 

by two groups, Werner Heisenberg, Max Born, and P. A. M. 
Dirac, who developed matrix mechanics, and Erwin Schrodinger 
who developed wave mechanics. Wave mechanics uses 
differential equations instead of the matrix calculations 
used by Heisenberg's formulation. Dirac showed that matrix 
mechanics and wave mechanics, although different in form, 
are equivalent in content7. Quantum mechanics explains how 
entities such as electrons have both particle-like and wave
like characteristics. The Schrodinger equation

(-^-V2 + V) Y(r, t) = lh8 tzm 2n dt
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describes the wavefunction of a particle. Here Y is the 
wavefunction, m is the mass of the particle, h is Planck's 
constant, and V is the potential field in which the particle 
is moving8. The Schrodinger equation for a collection of 
particles such as a molecule is similar. In this case, Y 
would be a function of the coordinates of all the particles 
in the system, in addition to time (t) . The solution of 
Schrodinger1 s differential equation for Y will allow one to 
determine molecular properties and make quantitative 
predictions of most chemical phenomena while using only the 
values of a small number of constants. The constants that 
are used include Planck's constant, the charges of the 
electrons and nuclei, and the masses of the electrons and 
nuclei2. These are the only values that need to be 
experimentally determined. Many different wavefunctions are 
solutions to Schrodinger's equation which correspond to 
different stationary states of the system. Molecular orbital 
(MO) theory is based upon the laws of quantum mechanics but 
uses approximations and mathematical transformations to 
solve these fundamental equations.

The Schrodinger equation can be simplified using 
separation of variables. Writing the wavefunction as a 
product of a spatial function and a time function,

T(r, t) = i|r(r)x(t) 

and substituting these functions into the above equation
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7
results in two equations, one which is a function of the 
position of the particle, independent of the time, and the 
other which is a function of the time, only. The time- 
independent Schrodinger equation2 is given by

where H is the Hamiltonian operator which represents the 
total energy, E is the numerical value of the energy of the 
state, and i|r is the wavefunction. ^ depends on the cartesian 
coordinates and the spin coordinates of all particles, ijr2 is 
the probability density for the particle(s) represented by 
the wavefunction, which means t|r must be normalized. That is, 
integrating over all space the probability must be 1. 
Multiplying i(r by a constant c such that

normalizes the wavefunction. Because the Schrodinger 
equation is an eigenvalue equation, if f is a solution to 
the equation, then eijr is also a solution. An eigenvalue 
equation is an equation in which an operator acting on the 
function produces a multiple of the function itself as its 
result, such as Ĥ r = Eijr where H is the operator, ijr is a 
function, and E is a constant. The set of functions that are 
solutions to the equation are known as eigenfunctions. Each 
eigenfunction has an associated value of E known as its 
eigenvalue. For the Schrodinger equation the eigenvalues are

HtJt = Eijr
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8
the energies corresponding to the different stationary 
states of the system7. Other eigenvalues corresponding to 
observable properties other than E, have their own 
operators.

There are conditions that must be placed on the 
function $ for molecular systems, if must be antisymmetric, 
meaning when two identical particles are interchanged, the 
sign of the function must change. That is

F(i,j) = -F(j,i) 
for any antisymmetric function F. The Hamiltonian operator H 
is H = T + V
where T and V are the kinetic and potential energy operators 
of the particles in the system, respectively. The kinetic 
energy operator T is a sum of differential operators

T = - * 2y  - ± - ( A L  + 1 1 . + J ± )
A* m d x ?  dv.2 dz.-287t2A-' ia± dx? dy? dz?

In the above equation, h is Planck's constant, the sum is 
over all of the i particles (nuclei and electrons) and itii is 
the mass of the icb particle. The potential energy operator 
V is derived from the Coulomb force between each pair of 
charged particles, where each nucleus is considered a single 
charged mass. This operator is

i ]<X

Here the sum is over the distinct pairs of particles with
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charge ei, e, and separation distance ri;j. For the electrons, 
et = -e, and for the nuclei e* = Ze where Z is the atomic 
number for that nucleus. The various solutions to the 
Schrodinger equation correspond to different stationary 
states of the system (particle or molecule). The solution 
with the lowest energy is called the ground, state. 
Schrodinger1s equation is a non-relativistic description of 
the system which is not valid when the velocities of the 
particles approach the speed of light. However, it was also 
recognized that the solution of the Schrodinger equation was 
impossible for any but the simplest systems.

If the system under investigation has two or more 
electrons the Schrodinger equation is too difficult to solve 
exactly. There have been many approximation techniques 
developed to simplify the solution to Schrodinger1s equation 
and this chapter will present an introduction to the 
theories used in the ab initio methods.

1.3 The B o m -Oppenheimer Approximation
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation9 assumes the 

separability of the nuclear and electronic motions. Since 
the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons, the motion 
of the nuclei relative to the motion of the electrons, in a 
given time frame, is negligible. Because of the mass 
difference, the electrons change their positions rapidly 
while the nuclei move very slowly. The electron motion can
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be approximated as occurring in a field of fixed nuclei.
This means the number of terms in the non-relativistic 
Hamiltonian can be reduced by two. The kinetic energies of 
the nuclei are set equal to zero and the repulsions between 
the nuclei are treated as a constant. Then, the Schrodinger 
equation becomes

H*leci|Felec(r,R) = Enp (R) i|relec (rrR)
In this equation ijrelec is the electronic wavefunction 
depending on the coordinates of the electrons, r, and the 
nuclei, R. Enp is the effective nuclear potential function 
which represents the energy landscape that determines the 
motions and minimum energy configurations of the molecule's 
nuclear framework. H*lec is the electronic Hamiltonian 
corresponding to the motion of the electrons in the field of 
the fixed nuclei. Then

jjelec _ ipelec y

where t6160 is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons

yelec = _ h 2 eleC“ °aS 1 f 02 + + d 2
8 ic2 me dx±2 dy? dz?

and V is the potential energy operator
electrons nuclei g  ^  elec trons ^  nuc lei g  g  ^

V = -
i p ip i <J ij P <Q PQ

The first term in the above equation corresponds to the 
electron-nuclear attraction, the second to the electron- 
electron repulsion and the third to the nuclear-nuclear
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repulsion. The last term will be a constant for a particular 
configuration of the nuclei. An exact solution to the 
Schrodinger equation is still possible only for the most 
trivial molecular systems. To make an approximate solution 
possible for the Schrodinger equation for larger molecules 
some additional simplifying assumptions must be made.

1.4 Molecular Orbital Models
Molecular orbital (MO) theory is an approximation of 

the electron distribution and the electron motion where the 
motions of the electrons are considered separable yielding 
one-electron eigenfunctions describing their motions in a 
static distribution of the other electrons. In the simplest 
version of the theory, a single assignment of electrons to 
orbitals is made and then these orbitals are brought 
together to form a suitable many-electron wavefunction ljr, 
which is the simplest MO approximation to the solution of 
the Schrodinger equation2. If the molecule is diatomic, the 
electronic wavefunction is a function of one parameter, the 
internuclear distance. For a polyatomic molecule the 
electronic wavefunction depends on the bond lengths, bond 
angles, and dihedral angles. In this case the electronic 
wavefunction is calculated for a range of each of these 
parameters. The equilibrium values are those that minimize 
the electronic energy (including the nuclear repulsion)10.
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In MO methods the one-electron eigenfunctions are 

called spin orbitals2 which are formed by taking the product 
of spatial functions (molecular orbitals) given by

of a or £ (see below). The spin orbitals are allowed to 
spread throughout the molecule where their exact form is 
determined by the method of variations to minimize the total 
energy. Then ijr is reconstructed into a combination of 
molecular orbitals. The molecular orbitals form a 
normalized, orthogonal set, where

JJJ dxdydz = 0 i  * j

ijr is then written as a combination of the molecular orbitals 
by writing their Hartree product

ijr(r) =ijr1(r1) ijr2(r2) ... i|rn(ra)

The above function assumes that each molecular orbital holds 
only one electron. However, most molecules have an even 
number of electrons in their lowest energy states (ground 
states) where the orbitals are either doubly occupied or 
empty (closed-shell)11. Also, this function is symmetric not 
antisymmetric which violates one of the conditions placed on 
the wavefunction for molecular systems, a problem noted by 
Vladimir Fock. To solve the problem of symmetry, the spin

♦i(x,y,z), i|r2(x,y,z), iMx,y,z) • - r and a spin component
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coordinates A for the electron must be included. This 
coordinate has one of two possible values (±%) . The two spin 
functions a (A) , and £(A) are defined as

a(+%) = 1  Qf(-M) = 0
S(+fc) = 0  S(-fc)  = 1

where +%. represents spin up and spin down. Multiplying 
the molecular orbital by the spin function produces the 
complete wavefunction for a single electron, 4r(r)o;(A) or 
iJr(r)S(A) . This product is called a spin orbital, x(r/A ) and 
is a function of the electron's location and spin. If two 
electrons are in the same molecular orbital, they will have 
different spin values by the Pauli Exclusion principle which 
states that no two electrons in a particular multielectron 
atom can be in the same quantum state12. By including the 
spin function a single spin orbital can have two electrons. 
For an N-electron case, the general form for a given 
configuration will be given by

t = Xi(l)X2 (2)x 3 (3) . . . x*(N)
Because the electrons are indistinguishable, there will be 
N! possible permutations of the above equation which must 
all be combined to produce the antisymmetric wavefunction.
To construct these equations directly would be a formidable 
task. J. C. Slater simplified the representation of i|r by 
showing the correct antisymmetric functions could be 
expressed as a determinant where the various spin orbitals
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appear in rows and the various electrons appear in columns. 
This determinant is given by

Xi(D x2d) X3(l) Xh (D
Xi(2) Xa(2) xA2) ... Xh(2)

Xi (N) Xi (N) X2 (N) Xk(N)

The above determinant is referred to as a Slater 
determinant13-14, and is the standard method of expressing a 
Hartree-Fock representation.

An additional approximation, or restriction, is imposed 
on the molecular orbitals where they are expressed as a 
linear combination of a set of N known one-electron 
functions called basis functions, 0x(x,y,z), 02(x,y,z),
. . ., (x,y, z) . Then

v
*1 = £  Cm±$n

272=1

These basis functions are defined in the specifications of 
the model being used and constitute a basis set; there is, 
in fact, some optimization of these functions to reproduce 
known atomic properties, but these functions can then be 
used for any molecule.

Once the basis set has been selected, the unknown 
coefficients ĉ i are determined such that the total
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electronic energy calculated using the many-electron 
wavefunction is minimized and is as close as possible to the 
energy that would be obtained from the exact solution of the 
Schrodinger equation. Using these limited basis sets for the 
molecular orbital expansion and a determinantal wavefunction 
corresponding to a single electron configuration is called 
the Hartree-Fock approximation. These Hartree-Fock models 
are the simplest ab initio methods to use for chemical 
applications and have been carried out in many studies to 
date2. To fully specify the model a unique basis set 0lf 02»
. . ., 0„ must be defined for the specific nuclear 
configuration. To do this, one has a standard set of basis 
functions for each atom, centered at the nuclear position, 
which depend only on the atomic number for that element.
This means there would be a set of functions for each 
hydrogen atom, a different set for each carbon atom, and 
continuing for the different types of atoms in the molecule.

The simplest Hartree-Fock models use the smallest 
number of basis functions possible for each atom. This means 
the number of basis functions will be just enough to 
describe all the electrons and still be spherically 
symmetric. In this case the molecular orbitals defined by

N
= 'E

m=±

will have limited flexibility. If larger basis sets are
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used, the number of adjustable coefficients in the 
variational procedure increases proportional to N4 producing 
a better description of the molecular orbitals at a 
considerable computational expense. If very large basis sets 
are used, then there will be almost complete flexibility.
The Hartree-Fock limit represents the best approximation 
that can be achieved using a single-electron configuration.

In the above discussion, the basis functions are 
assumed to be a set of totally arbitrary functions under the 
restriction that they are normalized and orthogonal. It is 
also assumed that there is one function per electron, on 
each atomic center. However, it should be stated that one 
could use any number of basis functions per atomic center; 
in fact, using more functions will provide a more exact 
series expansion for the wavefunction. If the basis 
functions are the atomic orbitals for the atoms that make up 
the molecule then the equation above is called a linear 
combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation, and is 
used in the qualitative description of the electronic 
structure. The LCAO approximation has several disadvantages. 
First, atomic orbitals situated on different atomic centers 
in the molecule are not mutually orthogonal. Second, the 
form of the atomic orbitals on any isolated atom except for 
hydrogen, cannot be exactly known. Even if the form is known 
in the isolated atom, it would be different in the molecule 
because the presence of other atoms would perturb the
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orbitals of the given atom. Finally, many of the integrals 
that must be calculated become difficult, if not impossible, 
to calculate15. This is because the form of an exact atomic 
orbital has a cusp at the nucleus, making analytical methods 
difficult.

A different method of choosing basis sets is to use a 
set of functions of some convenient mathematical form. The 
choice of function is made in order to simplify the 
calculations of certain integrals, especially the electron 
repulsion integrals. If the integral calculations can be 
kept simple, than a larger number of basis functions can be 
used without a huge increase in computational expense. To 
provide a well-defined basis set for any nuclear 
configuration one needs to define a set of basis functions 
for each element that depends only on the charge on its 
nucleus. These functions may have the symmetry properties of 
atomic orbitals and may even be classified as s, p, d, f,... 
types according to their angular properties.

One basis set consists of gaussian-type atomic 
functions. These are powers of x, y, and z multiplied by 
exp(-o;r2), where a is a constant determining the radial 
extent (size) of the function. In normalized form, one of 
the second order gaussian-type atomic functions is

cfxyict, r) = ( 2-°9̂ 83a7)1/4 xy exP (~arz)

There are six second order gaussians with the factors x 2 ,
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y 2, z2, xy, xz, and yz. Five linear combinations (having the 
factors xy, xz, yz, x2-y2, and 2z2-x2-y2) can be formed to 
have the same angular behavior as the five real d-type 
atomic orbitals10. The ST0-3G basis set consists of 
expansions of Slater-type atomic orbitals (STOs) in terms of 
3 gaussian functions. Chapter 2 will consider STO basis 
functions in greater detail.

The greatest deficiency of Hartree-Fock theory is that 
a complete description of the correlation between the 
motions of the electrons is not possible. In other words, 
the motions of the electrons can not be completely 
separated. One way to treat this interdependence is to do a 
Hartree-Fock calculation on all possible electron 
configurations with each weighted by their population. The 
Schrodinger equation cannot be solved in terms of a single 
electron configuration, even using very large basis sets.
One must go beyond the Hartree-Fock level by using 
wavefunctions that represent more than a single electron 
configuration. For example, let r̂0 represent the full 
Hartree-Fock many electron wavefunction. Then a more 
accurate wavefunction ijr can be created, which is given by

ijr = a0ijr0 + a,^ + a2ijr2 + a3ijr3 + . . .

where ijrx, ijr2, jfJ( ... are wavefunctions for other 
configurations, and a0, alf a2, ... are linear coefficients
that must be determined. If all possible electronic
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configurations are included for a given basis set then the 
complete correlation of the electronic motion will be 
obtained. This is called the electron interaction method, 
but there are other ways to treat this electron correlation, 
including the aforementioned density-functional theory. 
Generally, computational chemists try to find a practical 
method which does one of the following:

1. limits the number of configurations;
2. approximates the effect of including a particular 

configuration into the wave function.
This is done by sequentially placing the configurations into 
the wavefunction equation in order of increasing 
sophistication and accuracy. To approach an exact solution 
of the Schrodinger equation one must either improve the 
basis sets, i.e., increase the size of the basis sets, 
thereby increasing the flexibility of the one-electron spin 
orbitals, or take the sum of an increasing number of many- 
electron wavefunctions4. Either method approaches the exact 
solution of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation.

1.5 Order for the Rest of the Dissertation.
In Chapter 2, three basis sets (ST0-3G, LANT.1DZ, and 3- 

21G*) are used in determining the optimized geometry for a 
CO molecule adsorbing on the surface of a cluster model of a 
MgO crystal using GAUSSIAN 9217. The effects of the basis 
sets on the optimized bond lengths are compared. Three
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different cluster sizes are used for the MgO crystal. Once 
the best cluster model is determined, the orientation of the 
atoms within the model is varied between magnesium and 
oxygen as the central atom. The effect of the charge on the 
cluster, 0 or ±2, and the presence of an atom in the layer 
under the central atom are investigated. The CO molecule is 
allowed to vary its orientation so that it will adsorb 
through either the carbon atom, or the oxygen atom. Finally, 
a sulfur atom is placed below the layer, under the central 
magnesium atom to determine the effect of the sulfur 
impurity on the optimized geometry. The effects of these 
parameters on the optimized geometry and other properties 
such as dipole moment and binding energy are compared.

In Chapter 3, the electron density, p, and the 
Laplacian of the electron density, V2p, are defined. Contour 
maps and relief maps for the free CO molecule are created 
and the important features are explained. Then, contour maps 
of V2p are created for the different orientations and 
conditions mentioned in Chapter 2. These are used to show 
how electron density affects the geometry and electronic 
properties of materials.
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Chapter 2

Geometry Optimization, Dipole Moment, and Binding Energy 
for CO Adsorbing on a MgO Surface

2.1 Introduction
The study of adsorbates on metal oxide surfaces has 

received attention in many areas such as catalysis, solid 
state physics, materials science, and semiconductor physics. 
The study of the adsorption of CO on MgO has important 
implications for heterogeneous catalysis as well as other 
surface processes18'23. In heterogeneous catalysis and surface 
science, oxides play an important role serving as 
components, as well as active catalytic agents. Oxide 
systems provide mechanical and thermal stability for metal 
particles used in heterogeneous catalysis due to their high 
melting points and resistance to corrosion24. Oxide surfaces 
are important crust materials in soil chemistry2S-2S. The 
reduction of atmospheric pollutants such as CO, using 
magnesium based absorbants, is an important pollution 
prevention technology27. Alkali-doped metal oxides have been 
successfully employed in the synthesis of ethane and higher 
hydrocarbons from natural gas28,29 . Finally, the adsorption of 
CO on regular sites of MgO(001) has been used as a test for 
theoretical models of chemisorption on ionic surfaces30'34.

21
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The interaction of a CO molecule with the MgO(001) 

surface has been studied in great detail both experimentally 
and theoretically18'49. In this study, the effect of different 
variables on the geometry optimization of the CO molecule 
and properties such as dipole moments, adsorption energy, 
electron density, and the Laplacian of the electron density 
for the cluster and CO molecule were investigated. The 
variables probed are:

1. choice of basis set;
2. cluster size used to represent the MgO molecule;
3. choice of magnesium or oxygen in the center;
4. whether there is an atom under the central atom;
5. orientation of the CO molecule;
6. charge on the cluster.

2.2 Atomic Basis Sets
Basis sets are usually analytical functions in three- 

dimensional space, in which case a basis set is a 
mathematical description of the orbitals for atomic or 
molecular systems (which in turn combine to approximate the 
total electronic wavefunction). The functions serve as input 
to the theoretical calculation50. Using larger basis sets 
allows a more accurate approximation of the orbitals because 
fewer restrictions are imposed on the dynamics of the 
electrons in space. The electrons actually have a finite 
probability of any symmetry allowed arrangement in space,
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including relative positions, but this limit would 
correspond to an infinite basis set.

Minimal basis sets of nuclear-centered functions are 
the simplest level of ab initio molecular orbital 
calculations. The ST0-3G is an example of a minimal basis 
set. The series of basis sets known as STO-KG are expansions 
of Slater-type atomic orbitals (STO) in terms of K gaussian 
functions, given by

K
4>m U=l, r) = I (ij^expC-ar2) k=l

where the subscripts n and 1 represent the principal and 
angular quantum numbers, e.g., 018. The values of the linear 
expansion coefficients, d, and the gaussian exponents, a, 
are determined by minimizing the error in the gaussian 
expansion to the exact Slater orbital, using a least squares 
fit. In normalized form, the first four gaussian-type atomic 
functions are

1. STs(a.r) = (l£)3/4 exp(-ar2)

2. gx{a,r) = ( 128g5 ) */« x  exp (-«r2)Tt

3. g (a ,r) = ( 128«5)i/4 y  exp(-«r^)it

4. g-r(a,r) = (!28a£)i/4 ^ exp(-ar2)
7C
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The gaussian functions gs, gx, gy, and g* have the angular 
symmetries of the s-type and three p-type atomic orbitals. 
The six second order functions, shown below, do not all have 
the angular symmetry of atomic orbitals.

5. gr^Ca, r) = ( 2048<*7) i/4 ̂  exp (-«r2)9it3

6. STyyictrr) = ( 2048a  ̂x/4 y> exp (~«r2)^  9tc3

7. = (-2-Q4l?.! ) 1 / 4 22 exp (_ar2)
9it3

8. g (a, r) = (.2.048g ) .xy exp (-«r2)r 9 ic3

9- gx2(a,r) = ( 2048g7 ) 1/4 X 2 - e x p  (-arz)9ic3

10. g (a,r) = (-2-04§g.7.)1/4 yz exp (-gr2)9 ic3

Five linear combinations, having the factors xy, xz, yz, x 2- 
y 2, and 2z2 -x2 -y2 , can be formed having the same angular 
behavior as the five d-type atomic orbitals. The STO-3G 
basis set uses a linear combination of three gaussian 
functions for each STO, which accounts for the 3G 
designation.

When using the STO-KG minimal basis sets, properties 
such as optimum geometries, charge distributions, electric 
dipole moments and energy differences are not strongly
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dependent on the value of K but absolute energies of atoms 
and molecules have a strong dependence on K. Because of the 
relative computational time, the ST0-3G basis set has been 
chosen as a good compromise for many applications2.

There are several shortcomings in using the ST0-3G 
minimal basis set. First, the number of atomic basis 
functions does not depend on electron count. That is, there 
are the same number of functions (five) whether the atom is 
lithium (three electrons) , boron (five electrons), or oxygen 
(eight electrons). The descriptions of compounds that 
contain elements such as oxygen will be less accurate than 
compounds containing elements with fewer electrons such as 
lithium or boron. Second, since a minimal basis set contains 
only one valence function of each symmetry type (i.e., 2s, 
2px, 2py, 2pz) they do not allow the orbitals to change size. 
This means there is no radial exponent optimization for each 
atom in the molecule. The 2s orbital in oxygen, while 
smaller than the 2s orbital in boron, is the same in all 
compounds. Third, minimal basis sets cannot adequately 
describe nonspherical anisotropic aspects of molecular 
charge distributions. Finally, functions of these types are 
still not orthogonal when they are centered on different 
atomic positions in a molecule2 •1S.

The first two deficiencies may be overcome by 
increasing the number of basis functions per atom. Split 
valence basis sets, such as the 3-21G, use two STOs for each
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valence atomic orbital but only one STO for each inner-shell 
atomic orbital. The two STOs for the valence atomic orbitals 
differ in their orbital exponents51-52. Polarized basis sets 
are able to describe atoms that have their center of 
electron charge density shifted off of the nuclear position. 
These basis sets add orbitals that have angular momentum 
beyond what is required for the ground state description of 
each atom49. The 3-21G* basis sets are constructed directly 
from the corresponding 3-21G representation by the addition 
of a complete set of six second-order gaussian functions53.
In the 3-21G* basis set there are three gaussian functions 
for each inner-shell, or core, atomic orbital and two 
gaussians for the inner part of each valence shell orbital, 
and one gaussian for the diffuse part of each valence shell 
orbital. Since these can be optimized separately, the atom 
can expand or contract in response to its molecular 
environment. Finally, the 3-21G* uses the unsupplemented 3- 
21G basis set for hydrogen, helium and the elements through 
neon. For geometry predictions the relatively small 3-21G 
and 3-21G* (3-21G* for molecules having elements between 
sodium and argon) are the basis sets of choice for molecules 
of moderate size10.

The LANL1DZ basis set is commonly used for atoms 
including and beyond potassium in the periodic table. Here, 
the inner-shell electrons are treated in an approximate way 
using effective core potentials (ECPs). For the elements
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hydrogen to neon the LANL1DZ basis set uses the D95V basis 
set which is a double zeta basis set. For sodium to bismuth, 
the LANL1DZ basis set uses ECPs and double zeta basis 
functions. The double zeta basis sets replace each STO of a 
minmal basis set by two STOs that differ in their orbital 
exponent zeta51,55. For molecules containing fourth row 
elements the LANL1DZ basis set may be more economical to 
use, in terms of computer time.

2.3 Cluster Models
Three different cluster models of the MgO (001) surface 

were used in the geometry optimization portion of this 
research.
1) A surface one atom thick with nine atoms in the layer, 

referred to as a 3x3x1 cluster.
2) A surface two atoms thick with nine atoms in each layer, 

referred to as a 3x3x2 cluster.
3) A surface one atom thick with 25 atoms in the layer, 

referred to as a 5x5x1 cluster.

In these cluster models, a number of approximations must be 
used. It is known from both theory41’'*4,56 and experiment57•58 
that the relaxation of a non-defective (001) surface of MgO 
is small. As can be seen in the figure below, the amplitude 
of the "rumpling" is approximately 0.05 A. Hence, the 
surface used in the cluster models is approximated by a flat
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surface. That is, all atoms are considered to be centered in 
the same surface plane. The distance between adjacent atoms 
was taken to be 2.1 AS9, for the undoped MgO crystal. This 
value was held constant in the geometry optimization, unless 
otherwise noted.

0.05 A

o2- 02"
. . .   - O . ■ ■ . ■ ■ o —

Mg2* Mg2*
f-»----  2.1 A-- ------ 2.1 A ----  2.1 A----^

Figure 2-1. The calculated structure of non-defective (001) 
surface of MgO.

Figure 2-2 shows the different cluster models used for the 
optimization of the Mg-C and C-0 bond lengths. In all 
instances, magnesium is the center atom (top-center in the 
3x3x2 cluster).

Experimental studies have shown that the CO molecules 
are adsorbed on the surface of MgO in the form of a regular 
array of single molecules oriented perpendicular to the 
surface coordinated to the magnesium60"62. Because of this, 
the x and y coordinates of the CO molecule were fixed over 
the center of the cluster. One trial was done to optimize 
the C-0, and the X and Y values determined were 2.1 A, for 
each. The z coordinates for both carbon and oxygen were
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(c)
Figure 2-2. (a) 3x3x1 MgO cluster with Mg in the center.

(b) 3x3x2 MgO cluster with Mg in the center 
of the top layer.

(c) 5x5x1 MgO cluster with Mg in the center.

determined using GAUSSIAN 92 for the optimized positions. 
These values were then used to determine the Mg-C and C-0 
bond lengths. For example, the Z coordinate of the carbon 
atom was found to be 4.680 A using the STO-3G basis set and 
the 3x3x2 cluster model yielding a Mg-C bond length of 
2.580 A.
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The optimized C-0 position is determined for each of 

the above cases, and is shown in Table 2-1. The archives for 
these and all other optimizations and computations are found 
in Appendix A.

Table 2-1. Table showing the optimized bond lengths, in 
angstroms, for the different geometries and 
basis sets.

Geometry Basis Set Mg-C bond length
C-0 

bond length

3x3x1
STO-3G 2 .551 1.146
3-21G* 2 .478 1.127
LANL1DZ 2.678 1.135

3x3x2
STO-3G 2 .580 1.145
3-21G* 2 .486 1.126
LANL1DZ 2 .792 1.135

5x5x1
ST0-3G 2 .534 1.145
3-21G* 2 .429 1.126
LANL1DZ 2 .596 1.134

Table 2-2 shows the values for the Mg-C and C-0 bond lengths 
from various references using different cluster sizes, basis 
sets, and calculation techniques. The reference number is 
provided for the reader's convenience. The values shown here 
were chosen to represent values determined using a diverse 
set of computational methods.
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Table 2-2. Table of data showing Mg-C and C-O bond lengths 
 in angstroms, from different references.______

Reference
number

Experimental
parameters

Mg-C 
bond length

C-0 
bond length

18 (MgOs-PCC) -CO 2.582 1.121
19a Mg9Os (9,9) -CO 2 .51 1.130
igb Mg21Oai(21,21) -CO 2 .55 1.130

0O<N Mg*2 - CO 2 .49 1.13
21 Mg9o9PC-co 2 .22 1.124
31d 1/2 coverage 2 .444 1.124
3 l<i 1/4 coverage 2 .447 1.127
32 Mg*2-PC 2 .46 N/A
34® Mg*2 5C 2 .70 1.132
38 Mg19Ox9 2.440 1.098
41£ MgS0OS0 2.550 N/A
44 Mg9o9 - co 2 .22 1.24
489 MgsOsPC-CO 2.48 N/A
63 1/4 coverage 2.78 1.112

aBLYP, q = ±1.8, Mg-C distance after BSSE corrections of
the potential curve.

bBLYP, q = ±1.8
CC0 bond length fixed at 1.13A for all cases.
dl/2 or 1/4 coverage of the MgO surface with CO at 90°.
eBSSE correction.
'Using SINDOl.
9MgO surface.

It can be seen from the data in Table 2-1 that the 
choice of cluster has little effect on the optimized Mg-C 
bond lengths and virtually no effect on C-0 bond lengths. 
Comparing these values with those in Table 2-2 it can also 
be seen that the 3-21G* basis set produces values in close 
agreement with values obtained from other modeling schemes
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For the remainder of this dissertation, the 3x3x1 

cluster will be used. This choice of using the smaller 
cluster is based on computational cost. As the number of 
atoms in the cluster increases, the time required for the 
calulations to be completed increases dramatically. The 
3x3x1 cluster model uses significantly less computer time 
than the 3x3x2 cluster model. The 5x5x1 cluster model with 
25 atoms in the cluster requires a tremendous amount of 
computational time. For example, finding the optimized 
position for the CO molecule required more than 11 days for 
the 5x5x1 cluster, 1 day and 9 hours for the 3x3x2 cluster, 
and 3 hours 32 minutes for the 3x3x1 cluster, using the 3- 
21G* basis set. All optimizations were run on Pentium I (133 
MHz) processors.

2.4 Effect of Central Atom, Cluster Charge, Presence of an 
Atom Under the Layer, and CO Orientation on Bond Length
In the 3x3x1 cluster model, the central atom was varied 

between magnesium and 0. In all cases, the CO molecule was 
adsorbing at the central atom. The central atom is located 
at the origin for the optimization, with the CO molecule 
above the surface oriented along the +Z axis. The Z axis is 
the axis of symmetry for the CO molecule. The orientation of 
the CO molecule was considered with the carbon or oxygen 
atom bonding to the central atom, referred to as carbon down 
or oxygen down, respectively, in this dissertation.
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When magnesium was used as the central atom, three 

conditions were studied: a) no atom under the central 
magnesium with +2 charge on the cluster (which would be 
expected for a cluster "cut out" of an ionic lattice); b) no 
atom under the central magnesium with no charge on the 
cluster; c) an oxygen atom was placed under the central 
magnesium with no charge on the cluster. Figure 2-3 shows 
the various orientations for the 3x3x1 cluster with 
magnesium as the center atom, without an oxygen atom under 
the magnesium (a) and with an oxygen atom below the central 
magnesium (b).

Figure 2-3. 3x3x1 MgO cluster with Mg in the center without 
an 0 under the layer (a) , and with an 0 under 
the layer (b).

When oxygen was used as the central atom, three 
conditions were studied: a) no atom under the central oxygen 
with -2 charge on the cluster (which would be expected for a 
cluster "cut out" of an ionic lattice) ; b) no atom under the

(a) (b)
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central oxygen with no charge on the cluster; c) a magnesium 
atom was placed under the central oxygen with no charge on 
the cluster.

In Table 2-3 the Mg-C and C-0 bond lengths are listed 
for the following conditions:

1. ST0-3G, 3-21G*, and LANL1DZ basis sets.
2 . magnesium in the center with no other atom under the 

layer, with +2 charge and with 0 charge on the cluster.
3. magnesium in the center with oxygen under the layer and 

0 charge on the cluster.
Figure 2-4 shows the 3x3x1 cluster with magnesium in the 
center for the orientations listed in Table 2-3. The +2 
charge on the cluster reflects the net charge on the five 
Mg2* and four 02' ions that make up the cluster. The 0 charge 
on the cluster was included to represent the fact that the 
cluster is a small part of a crystal which would have a net 
charge of zero. Because the cluster is used as a model of 
the crystal the zero charge cluster model was included to 
determine the effect, if any, this would have on the 
geometry optimization. Since the longest Mg-C bond is to the 
cluster with no charge, made by imbedding a neutral 
magnesium atom in the center of a square of ions, there is 
clearly reduced binding to sites that are less ionic.

The choice of basis set can affect the optimized 
geometry. Comparing the values in Table 2-3, the LANL1DZ 
basis set consistently produced the longest Mg-C bonds, and
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the 3-21G* basis set, the shortest. Regardless of basis set, 
the longest Mg-C bonds were to the cluster with with no 
other atom under the layer and 0 charge on the cluster.

Table 2-3. Table showing the Mg-C and C-0 bond lengths (A) .
Condition Basis Set Mg-C bond C-0 bond
No 0 under 
the layer, 
+2 charge

ST0-3G 2 .502 1.143
3-21G* 2.468 1.126
LANL1DZ 2 .640 1.128

No 0 tinder 
the layer, 
0 charge

ST0-3G 2 .551 1.146
3-21G* 2 .478 1.127
LANL1DZ 2 .678 1.135

0 under 
the layer, 
0 charge

ST0-3G 2 .519 1.146
3-21G* 2 .445 1.128
LANL1DZ 2 .617 1.137

(a)
Figure 2-4. 3x3x1 cluster with Mg in the center, CO with C 

down, nothing under the layer (a) , and 0 under 
the layer (b)
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There are an additional 2 electrons that must be present to 
produce the 0 net charge on the cluster. These electrons 
can be delocalized, but the elongated Mg-C bond shows that 
they are not completely delocalized to the perimeter. This 
will be seen later in Chapter 3 where the electron density 
is examined for these cluster/charge combinations.

Table 2-4 shows the data taken for the same conditions 
as Table 2-3, except the CO molecule is oriented with the 
oxygen towards the central magnesium atom.

Table 2-4. Table showing the Mg-0 and 0-C bond lengths (A) .
Condition Basis Set Mg-0 bond 0-C bond
No 0 under 
the layer, 
+2 charge

ST0-3G 2 .174 1.151
3-21G* 2 .365 1.138
LANL1DZ 2 .505 1.141

No 0 under 
the layer, 
0 charge

ST0-3G 2 .229 1.147
3-21G* 2 .402 1.132
LANL1DZ 2 .651 1.135

0 under 
the layer, 
0 charge

ST0-3G 2 .242 1.146
3-21G* 2 .412 1.131
LANIilDZ 3 .105 1.135

It is interesting to note that there are significant 
differences for most of the values of the C-0 bond lengths 
from Table 2-3 and Table 2-4. Hence, the effect of the 
orientation on the C-O bond length is considerable. There is 
a large difference in the Mg-C bond length when the LANL1DZ 
basis set is used. However it should be noted that the
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LANL1DZ basis set provides values for the Mg-C bond length 
that are greater than those using the ST0-3G or 3-21G* basis 
sets in all cases shown in Table 2-4. Also notice that the 
Mg-C bond lengths are longest for the cluster with oxygen 
under the center Mg. The cause of this will be explained in 
greater detail later in this chapter and in Chapter 3, when 
the distribution of electronic charge in these complexes is 
investigated.

Next, an oxygen atom is placed at the center of the 
cluster with the following conditions:

1. ST0-3G, 3-21G*, and LANL1DZ basis sets.
2 . oxygen in the center with no other atom under the 

layer, with -2 charge on the cluster, as would be 
expected for a cluster of ions.

3. oxygen in the center with no other atom under the 
layer, with 0 charge on the cluster, as would be the 
case if a neutral oxygen atom was imbedded among ions.

4. oxygen in the center with magnesium under the layer and 
0 charge on the cluster, as would be the expected for a 
cluster of ions.

Two orientations of the CO molecule were considered, carbon 
down shown in Table 2-5, and oxygen down. It has been shown 
in previous papers20'37'*3 that the CO molecule oriented with 
oxygen down does not adsorb at the oxygen position on the 
surface. One trial was conducted with oxygen in the center 
of the cluster, CO with oxygen down, ST0-3G basis set, and
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-2 charge on the cluster. The optimized geometry position 
resulted in an 0-0 bond length greater than 19 A. Obviously, 
no bond was formed in this case, probably due to a large 
coulombic barrier, in agreement with the references cited 
above.

Table 2-5. Table showing the bond lengths (angstroms) 
with 0 as the central atom with C down.

Condition Basis Set 0-C bond C-0 bond
No Mg under 
the layer, 
-2 charge

STO-3G 2.174 1.151
3-21G* 3 .211 1.134
LANL1DZ 3 .804 1.143

No Mg under 
the layer,
0 charge

ST0-3G 3 .659 1.145
3-21G* 3.4133 1.127
LANL1DZ 3 .955 1.135

Mg under 
the layer, 
0 charge

ST0-3G 3 .341 1.145
3-21G* 3 .341 1.127
LANL1DZ 3 .835 1.136

It can be seen from the results in Table 2-5 that the 
length of the CO bond for the CO molecule has approximately 
the same value as it has for every other basis set and 
orientation configuration when appropriate comparisons are 
made concerning cluster type and basis set. It should also 
be noted that the O-C bond length, from the oxygen in the 
surface to the carbon of the CO molecule is longer than the 
CO bond for the molecule, and longer than the Mg-C and Mg-0 
bond lengths from the surface to the molecule. The reason
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for this is Mg2* is a Lewis acid and can form an acid-base 
adduct with CO, a Lewis base. When 02' is in the center, the 
interaction with CO is largely via weak van der Waals1 
forces. A better comparison can be made when the charge 
distributions are examined for the respective cases. Also 
note the value for the 0-C bond length with the ST0-3G basis 
set for the -2 charge condition. The 2.174 A bond length is 
an example of the anomalous results that can occur when 
using a minimal basis set in surface chemistry simulations.

2.5 Effect of Central Atom and CO Orientation on Dipole 
Moment
Aside from electron diffraction, or x-ray diffraction 

(which can increase the electron charge distribution in 
gaseous molecules and crystals, respectively) the electric 
dipole moment is the principal experimental quantity that is 
related to charge where comparisons with theory can be 
made2. When two electric charges of equal magnitude but 
opposite in sign, +Q and -Q, are separated by a small 
distance d, then these two charges form an electric dipole. 
The electric dipole moment (i is defined as the vector of 
magnitude Qd which points from -Q to +Q.

For example, if a sodium chloride molecule was 100% 
ionic, then there would be a Na1* ion and a Cl1' ion spaced
236.1 pm apart. Then
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\l = Qd

\l = (1.6022 x 1CT19 C) - (236.1 x 10'12 m)
11 = 3.7828 x 10'29 C-m = 11.34 D

where D is the unit debye named after Peter Debye (ID =
3.336 x 10'3° C*m)6S. The value for fi for sodium chloride is 
actually less than this because there is slightly less than 
100% charge transfer between the ions and, more importantly, 
the resulting ions are themselves polarized (possessing 
"atomic first moments"66) in the direction opposite to the 
Na Cl charge transfer. Since the dipole moment is a vector 
quantity, not only the magnitude of the different dipole 
moments must be considered, but also their direction. The 
figure below shows the dipole moment vectors for the sodium 
chloride ion pair as well as the atomic first moments for 
each ion.

Na1* Cl1'

Figure 2-5. The dipole moments for NaCl.

Note in the above figure for the ion pair that the dipole 
moment for the molecule points from the negative charge 
towards the positive charge (it is treated as an algebraic 
vector) . This is also the convention used in the GAUSSIAN 92
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program used in this dissertation, although the reverse 
convention is often used in freshman chemistry texts.

The dipole moment is the first derivative of energy 
with respect to an applied electric field and is a measure 
of the asymmetry in the molecular charge distribution with 
respect to an inversion through a central point. Dipole 
moments may provide an indication of the overall charge 
distribution in molecules. In addition, by comparing the 
results of calculated and measured dipole moments the 
performance of the theoretical model in describing charge 
distributions may be assessed.

Molecular dipole moments have symmetry imposed 
restrictions. A symmetry operation produces a configuration 
that is indistinguishable physically from the original 
configuration. Hence, the direction of the dipole moment 
vector must remain unchanged after a symmetry operation. If 
a molecular system has an axis of symmetry, then the dipole 
moment must lie along this axis. If the molecule has two or 
more noncoincident axes of symmetry then it cannot have a 
dipole moment. If there is a plane of symmetry, then the 
dipole moment vector must lie in this plane. If there are 
two or more planes of symmetry, then the dipole moment 
vector will lie along the line of intersection of these 
planes. A molecule with center of inversion symmetry cannot 
have a dipole moment since an inversion reverses the 
direction of the vector.
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The dipole moment vector is described by X, Y, and Z 

components. The dipole moment vector is directed from the 
negative charge towards the positive charge. For all of the 
cluster models in this study, the X and Y components of the 
dipole moment were zero. The Z axis is the axis of symmetry 
for the models used in this study, hence the dipole moment 
vector is along the Z axis.

The accuracy of ab initio SCF ST0-3G and 3-21G dipole 
moments is only fair. The 3-21G* basis set gives improved 
results8. A sample of 21 small molecules, such as CO, C1F,
NH3, and CH3F produced an average error of 0.65 D using STO- 
3G, 0.49 D using 3-21G, and 0.34 D using 3-21G*2. Compounds 
containing either very electropositive or very 
electronegative elements such as lithium and/or fluorine 
(eg. lithium fluoride) produce the poorest agreement between 
theory and experiment when using the STO-3G basis set. There 
is an improvement in accuracy using the 3-21G* basis set for 
compounds containing elements between sodium and argon in 
the periodic table. These errors will not be a factor in 
this study as the dipole moment data will be used to show 
how the dipole moment changes, and therefore how the charge 
distribution changes, as the CO molecule adsorbs on the 
surface.

Table 2-6 shows the optimized bond length and the 
dipole moment for the CO molecule calculated using the STO- 
3G, 3-21G*, and LANL1DZ basis sets. For each case, the
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carbon atom was placed at the origin and the oxygen atom was 
placed on the Z axis. Experimentally determined values are 
also included for comparison.

Table 2-6. Table showing the bond length and the dipole 
moment, /x, in the Z direction for CO with 0 
above C in the +Z direction.

Basis Set STO-3G 3-21G* LANL1DZ Expt.
Bond length (A) 1.145 1.129 1.138 1.1320

/x (debye) 0.1243 -0.3973 -0.4776 0 .112

The LANL1DZ and 3-21G* basis sets show the dipole moment 
pointing from the oxygen (negative end of the molecule) to 
the carbon (positive end of the molecule). The ST0-3G basis 
set has the carbon atom as the negative end of the molecule, 
the oxygen as the positive indicating that large atomic 
first moments must be present. The experimental value2 for 
the dipole moment for the CO molecule is 0.11 D, and 
opposite to the direction expected on the basis of charge, 
so the ST0-3G basis set comes closest to the experimental 
value for CO, but the 3-21G* basis set will be used for the 
determination of the dipole moments for the various cluster 
models and CO orientations because it is the best basis set 
overall, of the three used here.

Figure 2-6 shows the MgO surface with a CO molecule 
with nothing under the layer (a) and another atom under the 
layer (b), and the orientation of the X, Y and Z axes. 
Because of symmetry, the dipole moment in the X and Y
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directions is zero for all configurations. The dipole moment 
in the Z direction exists when there is an atom under the 
layer, or when there is a CO molecule adsorbed on the 
surface.

X

(a) (b)

Figure 2-6. Figure showing the MgO surface and the X, Y, and 
Z axes. In (a) there is a CO molecule and 
nothing under the layer. In (b) there is an atom 
under the layer.

Table 2-7 shows the dipole moment for the different 
orientations of the CO molecule, and the different 3x3x1 
cluster models. The 3-21G* basis set was used for all cases. 
For the values in the table, the MgO surface is on the XY 
plane with the CO molecule along the positive Z axis. Any 
atom under the layer is on the negative Z axis.
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Table 2-7. Table showing the dipole moments, pi, in the Z

direction with Mg and 0 as the central atom, for 
___________ the different configurations of CO.___________

Central
Atom

Atom under 
the layer

Cluster
charge

C or 
oxygen 
down

pt (z) 
(debye)

Mg none 0 none oo

Mg none 0 C -0.0884
Mg none 0 0 1.025
Mg none +2 none oo

Mg none +2 C -3 .498a
Mg none +2 0 -1.968"
Mg 0 0 none 8.122
Mg 0 0 C 1.039
Mg 0 0 0 9 .143
0 none 0 none oo

0 none 0 C 0 .0543
o none -2 none oo

0 none -2 C 4.319"
o Mg 0 none -7.884
o Mg 0 C -7.997

"For charged clusters the dipole moment is origin-dependent 
(unless dictated by symmetry to be zero).

When magnesium or oxygen are the central atoms with 
nothing under the layer and no CO molecule, the dipole 
moment is zero, regardless of charge on the cluster. This is 
due to the symmetry of the cluster model of the surface. The 
oxygen atom under the layer greatly accentuates the change 
in pi as the CO is flipped in its orientation. This seems to 
indicate more reorganization of charge during bond formation
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at the surface. Again, this will be graphically explored 
when the electron density is examined.

When magnesium is the central atom with nothing under 
the layer and the CO molecule is oriented with carbon 
towards the layer the dipole moment has a negative value, 
meaning the dipole moment points down toward the surface. 
Since the oxygen atom is above carbon on the Z axis, the 
negative value for this orientation is supported. Oxygen is 
the negative end of the CO molecule, and with the surface 
being either neutral or having +2 charge, the dipole must 
point from the negative (oxygen) towards the positive 
(carbon or surface) provided there is not significant 
opposing charge in any atom's polarizations as a result of 
bond formation. It was stated earlier that the dipole moment 
for CO is 0.11 D from the carbon to oxygen due to the 
polarization of the carbon and oxygen atoms. This would be 
in the +Z direction when carbon is towards the surface. This 
means there may be some charge reorganization within the CO 
molecule, or there is some charge transfer between the CO 
molecule and the surface. The magnitude of the dipole moment 
is different for the 0 charge and +2 charge cases. When the 
surface has a +2 charge, the values of both Q (charge) and d 
(distance between charges) are greater than when the surface 
has a zero charge. For the case where the surface has a zero 
charge, the positive end of the dipole is on the carbon 
atom. Therefore the dipole moment has a larger absolute
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value for the +2 cluster charge condition. Note that since 
the dipole moment is not uniquely defined for a charged 
system (it is origin dependent), the absolute values of n 
are not physically significant, it is the change in fi that 
is significant when the CO molecule is flipped. Here, the 
behavior is as expected. As the oxygen is moved closer to 
the surface (0 down), the magnitude of the cluster's dipole 
moment is reduced.

There is a difference in the sign of the dipole moment 
when the oxygen end of the CO molecule is oriented towards 
the surface when the cluster has zero charge. The dipole is 
oriented up, pointing from the oxygen towards the carbon, 
from negative to positive. When the cluster has a +2 charge, 
the orientation is negative. Here the dipole points towards 
the cluster, which has a greater positive charge than the 
carbon atom in the CO molecule. This change is due to two 
factors. First, there is a difference in the total charge on 
the cluster which will cause a difference in fi. Second, 
there is a change in the center of charge. The coordinate 
system, called the standard orientation, used by GAUSSIAN 92 
places the origin at the center of nuclear charge for the 
molecule. The origin is different for the two cluster charge 
conditions mentioned above. By changing the origin, the 
value of the dipole moment is changed.

If there is an oxygen atom below the central magnesium 
atom in the surface, there exists a dipole moment without
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the presence of the CO molecule. The dipole moment for this 
case has a positive value, 8.122 D. The positive sign is due 
to the negative oxygen ion below the surface and the 
positive magnesium ion in the surface at the center. The 
other O'2 and Mg*2 ions are symmetrically distributed about 
the central magnesium ion, therefore there is no dipole 
moment in the X and Y directions, as stated previously. When 
there is a CO molecule on the surface, and an oxygen below 
the surface, the dipole moment is positive for both the 
carbon down and oxygen down orientations. However, the 
magnitude of the dipole moment is significantly different 
for these two orientations, especially when compared with 
the change in ft for CO flipping when there was no oxygen 
beneath the layer. When the carbon atom is down, there is a 
dipole moment between the carbon and oxygen in the CO 
molecule pointing down. There is also a dipole moment from 
the oxygen beneath the surface pointing upwards towards the 
central Mg. The sum of these two direction-oriented values 
(vectors) is positive, indicating the magnitude of the 
dipole moment from oxygen to magnesium (surface) is larger 
in magnitude than the one from oxygen to carbon (molecule) . 
The value of the dipole moment for the free CO molecule is 
small (Table 2-6) and points from carbon to oxygen. However 
here there must be some reorganization of charge in the 
molecule, or between the molecule and the surface because
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the value of fx changes from 8.122 D to 1.039 D with the 
presence of the CO.

For the carbon atom down, when the oxygen atom is the 
central atom in the surface and the charge on the cluster is 
zero, the dipole moment is relatively small, 0.0543 D. 
Because the carbon atom is between two oxygen atoms, there 
is a net dipole moment of almost zero. The fact that the 
dipole moment has a positive value implies that the 
contribution from the surface oxygen to carbon is larger in 
magnitude than the dipole moment from the oxygen to carbon 
in the CO molecule. In other words, there is less charge 
transfer from CO to the cluster than there is within the CO 
molecule. When the cluster has a -2 charge, the dipole 
moment is positive (upwards) and has a larger value than the 
0 charge case. However, this is an origin dependent 
quantity, so no direct comparison can be made that is 
physically significant. This is justified since the surface 
has a -2 net charge. When there is a magnesium atom under 
the layer, the dipole moment is negative for both no CO 
molecule, and the CO molecule with carbon down. Notice that 
the values are almost the same for both conditions. The 
major contribution for the dipole moment is between the 
central oxygen and the magnesium under the layer. The 
presence of the CO molecule has a negligible effect on the 
total dipole moment. This was to be expected, as the dipole
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moment was almost zero when there was no magnesium under the 
central oxygen, zero charge, and CO was present.

2.6 Effect of Central Atom and CO Orientation on Binding 
Energy.
The binding energy, or adsorption energy, was 

calculated by determining the energy of the cluster, and the 
energy of the CO molecule separately, then subtracting these 
values from the energy of the cluster and CO combined. The 
basis set superposition errors will be small67, and in any 
case it is the effect of cluster type and CO orientation and 
not the absolute value of the binding energy that is of 
interest. Table 2-8 shows the adsorption energy for the 
different conditions on the 3x3x1 cluster and CO 
orientations using the 3-21G* basis set. Note the absence of 
the CO with oxygen down orientation and an oxygen atom at 
the adsorption site. The binding energy in this case was a 
positive value (repulsion energy) indicating no adsorption 
occurs between the oxygen in the surface and the oxygen end 
of the CO molecule, as was previously stated. Table 2-9 
shows values obtained for adsorption energy using different 
computational schemes or experimental methods. The reference 
number is provided for the reader's convenience.
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Table 2-8. Table showing the adsorption energy for the

different configurations and CO orientations. 
___________ The energies are in kcal/mole._______

Central
Atom

Atom under 
the layer

Cluster
charge

C or 
oxygen 
down

Adsorption
energy

Mg none 0 C -7.91
Mg none 0 O -7.21
Mg none +2 C -9 .79
Mg none +2 0 -11.9
Mg 0 0 C -51.8
Mg 0 0 0 -6.39
0 none 0 C -10.29
0 none -2 C -4.68
0 Mg 0 C -5.23

Table 2-9. Table showing the adsorption energy for CO on an 
MgO surface using different computational 
methods and geometries, or from experimental 
methods.

Reference Adsorption energy (kcal/mole)
18 -5.53 for Mg-C, 6.22 for Mg-0
20 -9.0 for Mg-C, 6.0 for Mg-0
21 -8.06 to -27.6 for Mg-C, 

-11.7 to -16.4 for Mg-0
22 -8.6 for Mg-C, -10.6 for Mg-0
30 -8.5 for Mg-C
31 -9.0 for Mg-C, -6.3 for Mg-0
33 -6.82 for Mg-C, -6.32 for Mg-0
34 -11.1 for Mg-C
36 -9.0 for Mg-C
38 -7.2 to -11.1 for Mg3C, 

-2.8 to -4.2 for Mg4C
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Table 2-9. Continued
41 -8.1 for Mg-C, -5.0 for Mg-0
46 -6.63 for Mg-C, -5.43 for Mg-0
69 -6.9 to -9.0 for Mg-C (experimental)
70 -3.45 to -10.6 for Mg-C (experimental)
71 -3.00 to -3.22 for Mg-C (experimental)

72, 73 -3.3 for Mg-C

The values in Table 2-8 compare favorably with values 
determined, using other computational and experimental 
methods with one notable exception. With magnesium in the 
center, and oxygen under the layer, the value is much 
larger for the C-down orientation than any experimental or 
computational value listed in Table 2-9. However, Neyman and 
Rosch produced binding energy values as high as 3 0 kcal/mol 
for Mg-C bonding, and 18.9 kcal/mol for Mg-0 bonding44,45 . The 
influence of the oxygen atom under the layer, without the 
surrounding lattice of magnesium and oxygen atoms in the 
second layer cause the oxygen to have a disproportionate 
effect on the binding energy and this is instructive.
Perhaps the sublayer oxygen stabilizes a greater positive 
charge on the central magnesium ion, producing a greater 
attraction for the nonbonding electrons from the carbon than 
would otherwise be the case. The normal charge transfer is 
about O.le19,20 from the CO molecule to the surface. In this 
instance, the charge transfer would necessarily be greater,
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causing the larger adsorption energy value. However, the 
values produced using the 3-21G* basis set, for any of the 
charge, cluster, and CO orientations are comparable to 
experimental values, and values determined using other 
computational methods.

2.7 Effect of a Sulfur Impurity Below the Central Magnesium 
Atom.

A final condition investigated in this dissertation 
places a sulfur atom under the central magnesium atom to see 
the effect this impurity will have on bond lengths, dipole 
moment, and binding energy, for the C-down and O-down 
orientation of the CO molecule.

First, the optimized position for the central magnesium 
atom was determined. Due to the size of the sulfur atom, it 
was necessary to determine if the central magnesium atom 
would be forced above the surface. The 3-21G* basis set was 
used for this optimization, as well as all other 
optimizations and calculations in this section. The 
magnesium optimized position was 0.2875 A above the surface 
layer, due to the effect of the sulfur atom beneath the 
layer. This value was used for the magnesium position for 
the calculations of bond lengths for the adsorbed CO 
molecule, dipole moments and adsorption energy. Figure 2-7 
shows the MgO surface with the sulfur atom below the surface 
and the magnesium raised above the surface. Table 2-10 shows
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the bond lengths for the adsorbed CO molecule with the 
C-down and O-down orientations, as well as the dipole moment 
and adsorption energies.

Figure 2-7. 3x3x1 cluster with Mg in the center at the 
optimized position due to the sulfur atom 
beneath the layer.

Table 2-10. Table showing the bond lengths, dipole moment
and adsorption energy for the 3x3x1 cluster with 
sulfur under the layer and Mg at the optimized 
position. Adsorption energy is in kcal/mole.____

CO with C-down CO with O-down
Mg-C bond length = 2.404 A Mg-0 bond length = 2.239 A
C-0 bond length = 1.122 A O-C bond length = 1.135 A
Dipole moment fiz = 7.66 D Dipole moment /iz = 5.96 D
Adsorption energy = 5.34 Adsorption energy = 10.4

Looking at the values for the bond lengths in the above 
table, it can be seen that the presence of the sulfur has 
little effect on the CO bond length, and minimal effect on 
the Mg-C and Mg-0 bond lengths. However, the Mg-C and Mg-0 
bond lengths are slightly shorter than the values from
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Tables 2-3 and 2-4, respectively. This may be due to the 
polarizability of the sulfur atom stabilizing the positive 
charge on the central magnesium ion to an even greater 
extent than an underlying oxygen atom.

The dipole moment for the cluster with magnesium at the 
optimized position, sulfur under the layer and no CO 
molecule was 4.54 D. This is the dipole moment between the 
sulfur atom and the displaced magnesium atom with 
contributions from the polarized surrounding atoms that are 
no longer in a plane of symmetry. This effect will be seen 
in detail in Chapter 3 when the electron charge distribution 
is investigated. The direction of the dipole is in the +Z 
direction, from the sulfur (negative) to the magnesium 
(positive) . When the CO molecule is included, there are two 
orientations to consider. When the carbon atom is down, the 
dipole moment increases to 7.66 D (same direction) . Since 
the dipole moment is the vector sum of the dipole moments 
between the various constituents and contributions from the 
polarized ions (or atoms in a covalent compound) , the effect 
of the negatively oriented dipole moment for the CO molecule 
is more than compensated by the charge drawn to the surface 
from the CO molecule. In addition, the surrounding atoms in 
the cluster and the sulfur under the layer have their 
electron density distorted due to the presence of the CO 
molecule, relative to its absence, again seen in detail in 
Chapter 3. The cumulative effect of these charge
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redistributions is to increase the total dipole moment- When 
the CO molecule is oriented with oxygen down, the increase 
is not as great. This is primarily due to the orientation of 
the CO molecule's dipole moment in the +Z direction.

The values for the binding energy, -5.34 kcal/mole for 
CO with carbon down, and -10.4 kcal/mole for CO with oxygen 
down are in line with the values reported in Tables 2-8 and 
2-9. The effect of the sulfur under the layer has a minimal 
effect on the binding energy.

2.8 Summary of Chapter 2 Results.
It has been shown that the cluster size and choice of 

basis set has little effect on the optimized geometry for 
the CO adsorption on the MgO surface. In addition, changes 
in cluster condition such as charge (0 or ±2) , presence of 
an atom under the layer, and CO orientation have little 
effect on the bond lengths. These conditions also have 
little effect on binding energy, with the exception of 
magnesium in the center with oxygen under the layer. Only 
the dipole moment appears to be influenced by the cluster 
conditions, which is to be expected, as changes in charge 
magnitude and charge separation are the two components of 
the dipole moment.

In Chapter 3, the electron density and the Laplacian of 
the electron density are used to show how the electron 
structure is altered by changes in the cluster condition.
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Chapter 3

Topological Analysis of the Electronic Charge Distribution

3.1 Introduction
The quantum theory of atoms in molecules has been 

developed by R. F. W. Bader and his associates at McMaster 
University76. This theory provides the tools necessary to 
interpret the electron density in a molecule in terms of the 
bonds between atoms and fragments of molecules that are 
identical to atoms themselves, using the electronic 
wavefunctions produced from ah initio calculations. The 
topology of the total electronic density p (r) and the 
Laplacian of p(r), given by V2p(r), are used extensively in 
the interpretation of quantum chemical results. Professor 
Bader and associates have derived a definition of the 
chemical bonds between atoms in molecules using the 
topological properties of p(r)76'80. The topology of the 
Laplacian of the electron charge density has provided a 
physical basis for the Lewis model and the valence-shell 
electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model81'8S. Using these 
topological methods means that electronic structure, 
chemical bonds, and molecular reactivity can be interpreted 
in terms of p(r), which has physical meaning, compared to 
other interpretive methods such as the Mulliken population 
or details of a specific set of molecular orbitals86.

57
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The electron charge density has been used in the study 

of the electronic structure of molecules87'90, and the 
Laplacian of the electron charge density has been used to 
study the shell structure in atoms and the reactivity of 
molecules91'". The advantage of using electron charge density 
for the determination of the structure of molecules and the 
Laplacian of the charge density for the reactivity of 
molecules recently has been realized with the development of 
experimental techniques that parallel the computational 
methods, an impossibility for orbital-based schemes96.
The gradient vector field of the electron density provides a 
definition of the structure in a molecule or crystal by 
associating a chemical bond with those pairs of atoms whose 
nuclei are linked by a line of maximum electron density, a 
bond path82. In a given system the set of all bond paths 
determines and characterizes all of the atomic interactions. 
A bond path has also proven useful in analyzing the physical 
properties of metals, alloys, and insulators"-97. The 
electron density can be determined theoretically or 
experimentally96,98 . Using single-crystal x-ray diffraction, 
data collected in less than a day (electron density) were 
used to determine the structure of d,i-proline monohydrate. 
This compares with other techniques that took longer than 
six weeks to collect the necessary data96.

The reactivity of molecules is reflected in the 
topology of the Laplacian of the charge density76■79- 81,99 . The
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topology of the electron density and its Laplacian have been 
used to study the structure of surfaces and the reactivity 
of the surface toward molecules such as CO and NO". There 
is a correlation between the active sites in a molecule and 
the critical points (maxima and minima) of -V2p in the 
valence shell86. The function -V2 p is used so that maxima in 
charge concentrations will appear as peaks in relief maps.

3.2 The Electronic Charge Distribution and its 
Interpretation.
The charge density, or electronic density, p(r), is the 

probability of finding an electron at a given point in 
space. For a system having N electrons in a stationary 
state, the charge density is given by

where r1 denotes the spin coordinates of all the electrons 
and the Cartesian coordinates of all electrons but one82. i|r 
is the state function of the space and spin coordinates of 
all the electrons and is an antisymmetric solution to the 
Schrodinger equation.

The Laplacian of a scalar field f is defined to be the 
divergence of the gradient of the field, represented as V2f. 
For example, if f is a scalar field, then V 2f(x,y,z) denotes 
the value of V2f at the point (x,y,z). It provides a measure

p (r)
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of the difference between the average value of the field in 
the immediate neighborhood of the point and the precise 
value of the field at the point100.

The properties of a molecular charge distribution can 
be summarized in terms of the critical points where the 
gradient of the vector field, V p (r), or first derivative,
vanishes. Here, the first derivative is given by

Vp = (dp/3x)i + (dp/dy)j + (dp/dz)k

i, j, and k are unit vectors (vectors with a magnitude of 1
unit) pointing in the positive X, Y, and Z directions, 
respectively. The critical points are either a maximum, a 
minimum, or a saddle point. To determine the nature of the 
critical point, the matrix of second derivatives is used.
The second derivative along a chosen axis is negative when 
the critical point is a maximum and positive when the 
critical point is a minimum, in the corresponding direction.

There are nine second derivatives of the form 8 2p/dx3y, 
in general, for an arbitrary choice of coordinate axes. The 
ordered 3x3 array of these second derivatives is called the 
Hessian matrix of the charge density, or the Hessian of p101. 

Because the Hessian of p is a real, symmetric matrix, it can 
be diagonalized. This is an eigenvalue problem solved by 
finding a rotation of the coordinate axes to a new set such 
that all of the mixed second derivatives of p, the off-
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diagonal elements, vanish. This new set of coordinate axes 
is called the principal axes of curvature because the 
magnitude of the three second derivatives of p which are 
calculated with respect to those axes are extremized82. If 
the critical point is at the origin of the principal axes, 
then these axes will correspond to symmetry axes. In the 
case of symmetrically equivalent axes, the corresponding 
curvatures are equal and any linear combination of the 
degenerate set of axes will serve as a principal axis of 
curvature. The sum of the diagonal elements of the Hessian 
matrix, called the trace, is invariant to a rotation of the 
coordinate system100. Therefore, the value of the quantity 
V 2p, the Laplacian of p,

V 2p = V-Vp = d 2p/dx2 + d 2p/dy2 + d 2p/dz2

is invariant to the choice of coordinate axes. The principal 
axes and the corresponding curvatures at a critical point in 
p are obtained as eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues 
in the diagonalization of the Hessian of p82,97 .

All of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of p at a 
critical point are real, but they may equal zero, which 
would correspond to an inflection point. The rank of the 
critical point, denoted by u, is equal to the non-zero 
eigenvalues or non-zero curvatures of p at the critical 
point. The signature or index, denoted by <r, is the
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algebraic sum of the signs of the curvature of p at the 
critical point82-101. These critical points are classified by 
the curvatures of p(r), or the three eigenvalues A,i(i=l, 2,
3) of the Hessian matrix

Hi:j = d2p (r) /dXidXj

In molecules and crystals there are four types of these 
extremes. Using their rank and signature, these four 
extremes are the maxima (3,-3), minima (3,+3), and two types 
of saddle points, (3,+l) and (3,-1). The maxima, or (3,-3) 
points occur generally at the nuclear position. This means 
the nucleus is a three-dimensional point attractor in the 
vector field spanned by Vp(r)100. A (3,-1) saddle point, 
called a bond critical point, is found between every pair of 
bonded atoms and is a local maximum in the two dimensional 
surface partitioning the atoms as well as a local minimum 
along a path linking the nuclei. The set of surfaces formed 
by all (3,-1) critical points partitions the molecule, or 
crystal, into a set of chemically identifiable regions 
called atomic basins82.

The other two critical points of rank three define the 
remaining elements of molecular structure, rings and cages. 
If the bond paths are linked and form a ring of bonded atoms 
then a (3,+l) or ring critical point is found in the 
interior of the ring. If the interior of a molecule is
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enclosed with ring surfaces, then a (3,+3) or cage critical 
point is found in the interior of the resulting cage78.

3.3 The Laplacian of the Charge Density and the VSEPR Model 
of Molecular Geometry.
The topology of the Laplacian of the charge 

distribution provides a physical basis to the electron pairs 
of Lewis and to the associated models of geometry, such as 
the valence-shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model78.
The VSEPR model is a natural extension of Lewis1 localized 
electron pair model77.

As taught to all chemistry students, Lewis symbols 
consist of the symbol for the element and one dot for each 
valence electron present, as in Figure 3-1. When two dots 
are written adjacent to one another, they represent a pair 
of electrons sharing the same localized domain in physical 
space, seen in Figure 3-1 (c) and (d).

Na • * C - • P • • O :
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3-1. The Lewis symbols for sodium (a), carbon (b), 
phosphorus (c), and oxygen (d).

Note that although the ground state electron configuration 
of carbon is described within the orbital model as 
Is22s22p2, with 2 paired electrons in the 2s orbital and 2 
unpaired electrons in the 2p orbital, this state would
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correspond to a Lewis structure of -C- . The Lewis dot 
diagrams, however, are a representation of an electronic 
state (without regard to orbitals, which were proposed after 
Lewis1 device) that is "prepared" to form four covalent 
bonds. The valence bond model utilizes Lewis symbols to show 
the distribution of electrons in covalently bonded molecules 
and polyatomic ions in a so-called Lewis structure for the 
molecule. The Lewis structure for Cl2 is shown in Figure 
3-2. It can be seen that each Cl atom has three pairs of 
electrons that are not used in bonding (lone pairs or 
unshared pairs) and one shared pair of electrons, those 
between the atoms. A dash may be used to represent a shared 
pair.

: Cl • + -Cl: -----  :Cl:Ci: or : Cl cl :• • •• • • • * . » , i

Figure 3-2. The Lewis structure for the Cl2 molecule.

The VSEPR model allows the prediction of approximate 
bond angles around a central atom in a molecule from the 
number of bonds and unshared electron pairs in its Lewis 
structure. The fundamental basis for this model is the Pauli 
exclusion principle. The VSEPR model has two fundamental 
assumptions: (l) the valence shell electrons of a central
atom in a molecule form domains either as bonding pairs of 
electrons which are located primarily between bonded atoms, 
or by unshared pairs occupying regions of space shaped
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similar to that occupied by the bonding pairs, and (2) the 
electrostatic repulsion of these electrons is a minimum when 
the domains are as far from each other as possible1. This 
means the geometrical arrangement of the ligands about the 
central atom maximizes the separation between the pairs, 
assuming the pairs to be on the surface of a sphere centered 
on the nucleus of the central atom. Generally, not all pairs 
of electrons are equivalent, so three additional postulates 
are required to determine the relative size of the electron 
pair domains: (1) nonbonding pairs have larger domains than 
bonding pairs; (2) bonding pair domains decrease in size 
near the central atom with increasing electronegativity of 
the ligand, and increase in size with increasing 
electronegativity of the central atom relative to the 
ligand; (3) double and triple bond domains are larger than 
single bond electron domains77.

The Laplacian of a scalar function, such as the charge 
density p(r), determines where the function is locally 
concentrated, where V 2p(r)< 0, and where it is locally 
depleted, where V 2p(r)> 0. There is an electronic charge 
concentration in those regions of space where the Laplacian 
of the charge density has a negative value. The expression 
"local charge concentrations" and "local charge depletions" 
refer to maxima and minima in the function - V 2p(r) . These 
extrema are to be distinguished from local maxima and minima 
in the charge density itself78.
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The Laplacian of the electron charge density, V 2p, 

indicates the presence of localized concentrations of 
electron charge in the valence shell of an atom or molecule. 
These local charge concentrations duplicate the number, 
location, and size of the spatially localized electron pairs 
of the VSEPR model76,102. Although the electrons are not 
highly localized into pairs as stated in the VSEPR model, 
there are an equal number of valence-shell charge 
concentrations (VSCC's) that exhibit all the properties 
attributed to the VSEPR model electron domains. The Lewis 
and VSEPR models overestimate the extent of localization of 
electron pairs in a molecule, but there is a partial 
localization of electrons into pairs that produce small 
local charge concentrations that have the exact properties 
postulated for the electron pairs by the VSEPR model85.

The Laplacian of the charge distribution also recovers 
the electronic shell model of an atom by producing a 
corresponding number of pairs of shells of charge 
concentration and charge depletion92, 93, 103 .

Generally, a Lewis acid-base reaction corresponds to 
aligning a local charge concentration of the valence shell 
on the base (a maximum on - V 2p) with a local charge 
depletion on the acid (a minimum on -V2p) . This phenomenon 
is observed in many different kinds of interactions82, such 
as the formation of hydrogen bonds104, the adsorption of
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molecules on a surface74- 75- 1051-106, and the alignment of 
chlorine molecules in a solid95.

3.4 Application of the Electron Density p and the Laplacian 
of the Electron Density -V2p to the CO Molecule.
The electron density and the Laplacian of the electron 

density were analyzed using the AIM98PC series of programs107 
using the wave function files generated by GAUSSIAN 92. A 
sample of the wavefunction file for the CO molecule is shown 
in Appendix B. The wave function file shows the assignments 
for the CO molecule. These numbers refer to the gaussian 
functions on pages 23 and 24. The gaussians numbered 5-10 
are d-type, and so aren't seen in the assignments in this 
wavefunction file. The exponents are the a's in the gaussian 
functions. The wavefunction file also lists the gaussian 
expansion coefficients of the seven orbitals of the molecule 
and takes about three and a half pages to list the data. By 
comparison, the wavefunction file for the 3x3x1 MgO cluster 
with nothing under the layer and no CO, the simplest cluster 
considered in this paper, has 45 orbitals and runs for 
eighty-one pages! The wavefunction of these systems is a 
much lengthier determinantal expansion using these orbitals. 
Obviously the pictorial representations shown by the contour 
and relief plots of p and - V 2p are easier to interpret.

Figure 3-3 shows the relief diagram (a) and the contour 
diagram (b) of the charge density for the CO molecule. These
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plots, and all subsequent relief and contour plots were 
derived from a 3-21G* RHF calculation. RHF (restricted 
Hartree-Fock) means the a orbitals = S orbitals in spatial 
form. Examining the figure, there is no obvious localization 
of charge which would correspond to bonding pairs or lone 
pairs. A bond is only apparent as the ridge of maximum 
density between the peaks of charge surrounding each 
nucleus. This ridge is called a bond path79. Figures 3-4 and 
3-5 show the contour and relief plots of -V2p for the CO 
molecule, respectively. The local charge concentration in 
the valence shell between the atoms corresponds to the three 
bonding pairs of electrons between them. There are also 
charge concentrations at either end of the molecule 
corresponding to the nonbonding pairs for oxygen and C. 
Comparing the diagrams of the Laplacian of the electron 
density with the possible Lewis structures for the CO 
molecule, it is seen that there is only one structure 
suggested by the topology of -V2p. Figure 3-6 shows the 
possible Lewis structures and formal charges for the CO 
molecule. It is obvious that the structure shown in (c) 
matches the diagrams in Figures 3-4 and 3-5, where the 
nonbonded pairs are at the ends of the molecule, with the 
charge concentration between the atoms. In structures (a) or
(b) there would be more than one unbonded pair on the oxygen 
atom. These same interpretive methods will be applied to 
cluster models of the MgO lattice, and its reactions
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o C

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. Relief plot (a) and contour plot (b) of the 
electron density for the CO molecule. The 
localization of charge corresponding to bonding 
or nonbonding pairs is not seen in these 
diagrams.
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Figure 3-4. Contour plot of the Laplacian of the electron
density for the CO molecule, with 0 on the left, 
C on the right. The charge concentrations are 
seen betweeen the atoms (bonding pairs) and at 
the ends of the atoms (nonbonding pairs) .
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Figure 3-5. Relief plots of the Laplacian of the electron 
density for the CO molecule from two 
perspectives. In the relief plot the VSCC is 
more fully displayed behind and between the 
atoms. The steep slope and charge depletion seen 
on the oxygen atom, and the gentle slope on the 
carbon atom are not seen in the contour plot in 
Figure 3-4.

+1 -1 
:C - 0:

0 . 0 :C = O!
-1 +1 
: C = 0:

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3-6. The possible Lewis structures and formal charges 
for the CO molecule.
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with CO. This will represent the first time such techniques 
have been applied to clusters of this type. It is hoped that 
new insight into the chemistry of these systems will be 
gained.

3.5 Interpretation of the Bonding and Reactivity of CO
Adsorption on the Model of the MgO Surface using -V2p
Contour plots of -V2p will be used in the analysis of 

the changes in the electron structure caused by different 
conditions imposed on the 3x3x1 MgO cluster, such as central 
atom (magnesium or oxygen), charge on the cluster (0, or 
±2), and presence of an atom under the central atom. Then 
the effect of the CO molecule on the electron density of the 
surface will be investigated using these interpretive tools. 
Finally, the presence of a sulfur atom under the layer for 
the cases of no CO, CO with carbon down, and CO with oxygen 
down will be included. All of the contour plots were 
generated using wavefunction data from GAUSSIAN 92 and 
3-21G* RHF calculations, by means of the AIM98PC series of 
programs. All cluster models are 3x3x1 with the above 
conditions imposed on them.

3.5.1 Cluster with magnesium in the center, no CO molecule.
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show the MgO surface with magnesium 

in the center, nothing under the layer and 0 charge on the 
cluster. Figure 3-7 is in the plane of the surface, Figure
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3-8 is perpendicular to the surface through an O-Mg-O cross- 
section. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the same orientations but 
here there is a +2 charge on the cluster. There are several 
interesting features between these series of contour plots. 
First is their similarity. Although there are two additional 
electrons in the surface represented in Figures 3-7 and 3-8, 
there is virtually no difference between these plots and 
those in 3-9 and 3-10. This is due to the delocalization of 
the two additional electrons. The wavefunction for the +2 
charge cluster can be expanded from 45 molecular orbitals, 
and for the 0 charge cluster there are 46 such MO1s. The 
occupation numbers for all of the orbitals is 2 which means 
the two additional electrons are a small fraction of the 
total population, and it appears in this case that they are 
evenly distributed throughout the cluster, since no 
topological changes are apparent. Another feature seen in 
Figures 3-7 and 3-9 is the quadrupolar polarization of the 
surface oxygen atoms. This polarization is like a doughnut, 
with the "dents" in the oxygen’s valence shell oriented 
toward the corner Mg*2 ions, as seen in Figures 3-7 and 3-9. 
Thus, the bonding and the nonbonding charge concentrations 
on the oxygen atoms are easily distinguished in the surface 
plot, but not in the plot perpendicular to the surface.

Figures 3-11 and 3-12 have the same surface with an 
oxygen atom under the central magnesium with 0 charge on the 
cluster. Figure 3-11 is in the plane of the surface, 3-12 is
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perpendicular to the surface through the central O-Mg-O and 
showing the oxygen atom under the surface. The most obvious 
difference is a change in the relative shape of the contours 
for the bonding and the nonbonding charge concentrations in 
the surface oxygen atoms compared with those in Figures 3-7 
and 3-9. There is an increase in the charge concentration in 
the bonding region and a decrease for the nonbonding region. 
This is also seen in Figure 3-12 where the electron density 
of the surface oxygens is pulled towards the oxygen atom 
under the layer, towards the center and downwards, while the 
sublayer oxygen charge concentration is shifted away from 
the surface, straight down. There seems to be little effect 
on the electron density of the magnesium atoms in the 
surface due to the presence of the oxygen under the surface. 
This is to be expected since the Mg"2 ion consists mostly of 
core electrons. There is also little effect on the plot of 
the surface oxygen atoms except for the above mentioned 
change in the bonding and nonbonding charge concentrations.

Note in Figure 3-8 that this is the expected form of 
V 2p, a collection of roughly spherical ions, with ±2 charges 
on them.
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Figure 3-7. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing under 
the surface, no CO, 0 charge on the cluster. The 
plot is in the surface plane. Solid contours 
denote negative values in V2p which are 
concentrations of electronic charge, dashed 
contours represent regions of charge depletion. 
The form of the distribution is important, 
rather than the values of the contours.
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Figure 3-8. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing under 
the surface, no CO, 0 charge on the cluster. The 
plot is perpendicular to the surface plane.
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Figure 3-9. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing under 
the surface, no CO, +2 charge on the cluster.
The plot is in the surface plane.
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Figure 3-10. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing 
under the surface, no CO, +2 charge on the 
cluster. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface plane.
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Figure 3-11. MgO surface with Mg in the center, oxygen under 
the surface, no CO, 0 charge on the cluster.
The plot is in the surface plane.
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Figure 3-12. MgO surface with Mg in the center, oxygen 
under the surface, no CO, 0 charge on the 
cluster. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface plane.
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3.5.2 Cluster with, magnesium in the center, CO adsorbed with 

Carbon down.
The next series of contour plots and their associated 

RHF calculations places a CO molecule above the surface with 
the carbon end towards the central magnesium atom. The same 
three cluster conditions are present as the previous series; 
namely, 0 charge on the cluster, +2 charge on the cluster, 
and 0 charge on the cluster with an oxygen atom under the 
layer. The figures are as follows:
Figure 3-13; 0 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-14; 0 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-15; +2 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-16; +2 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-17; 0 charge, oxygen under the layer, surface 

plane.
Figure 3-18; 0 charge, oxygen under the layer, perpendicular 

to the surface, showing the Mg-C-0 atoms.
Figure 3-19; 0 charge, oxygen under the layer, perpendicular 

to the surface, showing the O-Mg-C atoms. 
Comparing Figures 3-13 with 3-15, and 3-14 with 3-16, 

it can be seen there is little difference in these contour 
plots. There is also little difference between these plots 
and those with no CO molecule on the surface, Figures 3-7 
and 3-9. This is because the adsorption of the CO molecule 
is due mainly to electrostatic interaction and other weak 
van der Waals1 forces and not a transfer of charge, which is
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estimated by others to be only 0. le20-22-31-45. This small 
amount of charge transfer results in electron density 
donated to, rather than from, the surface20.

Figures 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19 are for the MgO surface 
with an oxygen atom below the surface, and the CO molecule 
oriented with carbon down. Comparing 3-17 and 3-18 with the 
plots for the two cases with no oxygen, it can be seen that 
there is little difference in the surface plot and the plot 
showing the CO molecule. The reason is that there is little 
charge transfer in the CO adsorption, as stated previously. 
The difference appears in Figure 3-19 compared with Figure 
3-12. The oxygen below the MgO surface has a valence shell 
concentration that is a torus. The hole in the torus 
corresponds to an empty p(z) orbital, caused by removing two 
electrons from this oxygen, which is the least coordinated 
in the cluster. The surface oxygens have three nearby Mg"2 
ions, so they bind the electrons more strongly. This effect 
is not seen in the cluster with no oxygen below the surface 
because all of the oxide ions there are in the surface, and 
hence have the three Mg"2 ions around them. The effect of 
having a low-coordinated oxygen ion below the layer provides 
the two electrons which are distributed to the surface. This 
effect is not seen in Figure 3-12. The presence of the CO 
molecule with the carbon end towards the surface must be 
involved with this reorganization of charge concentrations. 
This may be the cause of the 51.8 kcal/mole binding energy
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for this case shown in Table 2-8. This is not seen when the 
oxygen end of the CO molecule is towards the surface.
Further calculations are required to determine if this is a 
general effect, or an artifact of some kind. This is a topic 
worthy of future study.
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Figure 3-13. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO 
with C down. The plot is in the surface plane.
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Figure 3-14. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO 
with C down. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface plane.
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Figure 3-15. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, +2 charge on the cluster, CO 
with C down. The plot is in the surface plane.
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Figure 3-16. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, +2 charge on the cluster, CO 
with C down. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface plane.
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Figure 3-17. MgO surface with Mg in the center, O under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is in the surface plane.
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Figure 3-18. MgO surface with Mg in the center, O under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 
showing the Mg-C-O atoms. The plot is 
perpendicular to the surface plane.
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Figure 3-19. MgO surface with. Mg in the center, O under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 
showing the O-Mg-C atoms. The plot is 
perpendicular to the surface plane.
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3.5.3 Cluster with, magnesium in the center, CO adsorbed, with 

oxygen down.
For the cluster condition where the CO molecule is 

oriented with the oxygen towards the surface, oxygen down, 
the same cluster conditions are studied; 0 charge on the 
cluster, +2 charge on the cluster, and 0 charge on the 
cluster with oxygen under the central Mg. The contour plots 
for the various cluster conditions are as follows:
Figure 3-20; 0 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-21; 0 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-22; +2 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-23; +2 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-24; 0 charge, oxygen under the layer, surface 

plane.
Figure 3-25; 0 charge, oxygen under the layer, perpendicular 

to the surface.
The results here are similar to those for the C-down 

condition. This is because the O-down adsorption is also 
electrostatic in nature, having even less charge transfer 
between the CO molecule and the surface44 (since the oxygen 
end is less basic than the carbon end). The 0 and +2 contour 
plots for the surface, Figures 3-20 and 3-22, and the 
contour plots perpendicular to the surface, Figures 3-21 and 
3-23, are almost identical to one another, and even moreso 
than the corresponding set of plots for the C-down 
orientation. This is to be expected since the CO orientation
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has little effect on the surface due to the electrostatic 
nature of the adsorption. This can be seen in the comparison 
of these figures with those in which there is no CO molecule 
present. Comparing Figure 3-24 with 3-20 or 3-22 the same 
change in the bonding and nonbonding regions appear as 
appeared in the C-down orientation. There is one marked 
difference between the oxygen down and carbon down 
orientations. Compare Figure 3-25 with Figure 3-19. For the 
oxygen down orientation the oxygen atom beneath the layer 
dosen't show the torus shaped valence shell charge 
concentration. Here, the VSCC appears similar to the 
condition with oxygen under the layer with no CO present, 
Figure 3-12. Although there is almost no charge transfer 
between the CO molecule and the surface for any orientation 
of the CO molecule, the presence of the low-coordinated 
oxygen under the layer with the carbon end of the CO 
molecule towards the surface seems to have caused a shift in 
the charge distribution of the cluster, leaving a hole in 
the VSCC of the sub-surface oxygen. As stated before, 
confirmation of this effect will be a topic of further 
investigation.
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Figure 3-20. MgO surface with. Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO 
with O down. The plot is in the plane of the
surface.
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Figure 3-21. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO 
with 0 down. The plot is perpendicular to the 
plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-22. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, +2 charge on the cluster, CO 
with 0 down. The plot is in the plane of the 
surface.
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Figure 3-23. MgO surface with Mg in the center, nothing
under the layer, +2 charge on the cluster, CO 
with 0 down. The plot is perpendicular to the 
plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-24. MgO surface with Mg in the center, O under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with O down. 
The plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-25. MgO surface with Mg in the center, O under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with O down. 
The plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface.
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3.5.4 Cluster with oxygen in the center, no CO molecule.

In this series of contour plots, oxygen is the central 
atom, with similar conditions imposed as when magnesium was 
the central atom, namely 0 charge and -2 charge on the 
cluster, both with no atom under the layer, and 0 charge on 
the cluster with magnesium under the central oxygen atom.
The figures for this series are as follows:
Figure 3-26; 0 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-27; 0 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-28; -2 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-29; -2 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-30; 0 charge, sub-layer magnesium, surface plane.
Figure 3-31; 0 charge, sub-layer magnesium, perpendicular to

the surface.
Here there are very noticeable differences between the 
neutral cluster and the -2 charge cluster. To achieve a net 
charge of zero on the cluster with five O'2 and four Mg*2 
ions requires the addition of two "holes", positive charges, 
to be added to the cluster. Comparing Figures 3-26 with 3-28 
and 3-30 it is apparent that holes deform the electron 
density more than the added electrons did in the previous 
series of calculations with a central magnesium ion. The 
outer oxygen atoms1 charge concentrations are also greatly 
affected. The orientation of the charge in 3-28 has the 
bonding electrons toward the center of the cluster and the 
nonbonding electrons away from the center, with greater
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charge concentration in the nonbonding region. In Figure 
3-26 the charge concentration is shifted approximately 90° 
for the four oxygens at the corner of the cluster, relative 
to the corresponding oxygens in Figure 3-28. The central 
oxygen has a similar shape as the corner oxygens, but has 
its orientation along a diagonal axis of the cluster. To 
accomodate the two additional positive charges requires a 
rearrangement of the electron structure of all of the oxygen 
ions, but has no effect on the structure of the magnesium 
ions, which again, are core-like. The extra +2 charge has 
left a hole, and is apparently localized on the central 
atom. This is in contrast with the delocalized nature of the 
additional -2 charge placed on the cluster with magnesium in 
the center, seen in Figure 3-7. This is also readily seen in 
the comparison of Figures 3-27, 3-29, and 3-31, in the plane 
perpendicular to the surface. The magnesium ions appear 
unaffected by the charge differences, or by the presence of 
the sublayer Mg. If Figures 3-28 and 3-30 are compared with 
3-29 and 3-31, the effect of the sublayer magnesium is 
apparent. When there is no magnesium under the layer, the 
central oxygen shows a symmetric electron density in both 
planes, while the outer oxygens show bonded and nonbonded 
charge concentrations, with the nonbonded ones occupying 
more space, supporting the VSEPR model. In Figures 3-30 and 
3-31 the sublayer magnesium causes a greater concentration 
in nonbonding electrons for the central and outer oxygens.
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Figure 3-26. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-27. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface.
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Figure 3-28. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, -2 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-29. MgO surface with. O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, -2 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface.
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Figure 3-30. MgO surface with O in the center, Mg under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The plot 
is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-31. MgO surface with O in the center, Mg under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The plot 
is perpendicular to the plane of the surface.
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3-5.5 Cluster with oxygen in the center, CO adsorbed with 

carbon down.
The final series involving magnesium and oxygen places 

oxygen in the center of the cluster and the CO molecule 
oriented with carbon down for the same cluster conditions 
described in the previous section. The figures are as 
follows:
Figure 3-32; 0 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-33; 0 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-34; -2 charge on the cluster, surface plane.
Figure 3-35; -2 charge perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-36; 0 charge, sublayer magnesium, surface plane. 
Figure 3-37; 0 charge, sublayer magnesium, perpendicular 

to the surface.
In Figures 3-32, 3-34, and 3-36 the central oxygen and 

the surrounding magnesium ions are identical to one another. 
The differences occur in the exterior oxygens. In Figure 
3-32 the oxygens are slightly polarized along the axis 
connecting them to the central oxygen. The nonbonding charge 
concentrations are pronounced, but the bonding charge 
concentrations are less so. This cluster has zero charge, 
meaning there are two additional holes (positive charges) on 
the cluster. These holes appear to have reduced the extent 
of charge concentration in bonding regions of the exterior 
oxygens. In Figure 3-34 the oxygens are also polarized along 
the same axis as in Figure 3-32, but both the bonding and
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nonbonding charge concentrations are apparent. Here the 
cluster charge is -2, so the effect of the holes is not 
operative. In Figure 3-36 the presence of the magnesium ion 
under the layer has a similar effect to the presence of the 
two holes in Figure 3-32, however in this case the holes are 
introduced "naturally" by a +2 ion. The bonding charge 
concentrations do not appear in the surface plot, but the 
nonbonded ones are large and pronounced on the corner oxygen 
atoms. Comparing Figures 3-33 and 3-35 with Figures 3-29, it 
is evident that the CO molecule has little or no effect on 
the charge distribution on the cluster. Again, this is 
because there is little charge transfer between the molecule 
and the surface.

In Figure 3-37, the nonbonding charge concentrations 
appear to be much larger than in the previous surface plots. 
The difference is the presence of the magnesium atom with 
its +2 charge contribution to the cluster. Although the 
charge on the cluster is zero, as in Figure 3-32, the effect 
is different on the corner oxygens. The presence of the 
sublayer magnesium will draw the electrons from the corners 
towards itself. This is apparent by comparing Figures 3-35 
and 3-37. In Figure 3-37 the central oxygen shows increased 
nonbonding charge concentrations, but no bonding ones. In 
Figures 3-33 and 3-35 the central oxygen shows symmetric 
charge concentration in the plane perpendicular to the 
surface. Figures 3-33, 3-35, and 3-37 show there is little
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effect on the electron density for the CO molecule for any 
of the cluster conditions. This is due to the adsorption of 
the CO molecule on the surface being mostly a result of 
electrostatics and other van der Waals' forces, not due to 
charge transfer between the molecule and the surface, as 
stated previously.
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Figure 3-32. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C 
down. The plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-33. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C 
down. The plot is perpendicular to the plane of 
the surface.
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Figure 3-34. MgO surface with O in the center, nothing under 
the layer, -2 charge on the cluster, CO with C 
down. The plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-35. MgO surface with 0 in the center, nothing under 
the layer, -2 charge on the cluster, CO with C 
down. The plot is perpendicular to the plane of 
the surface.
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Figure 3-36. MgO surface with O in the center, Mg under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is in the plane of the surface.
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Figure 3-37. MgO surface with 0 in the center, Mg under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface.
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3.5.6 Cluster with magnesium in the center and sulfur under 

the layer, with no CO, CO with carbon down, and CO 
with oxygen down.

This final series of plots places a sulfur atom beneath 
the central Mg. The radius of the S'2 ion is 1.84 A and for 
0 "2 is 1.32 A108. The size of the sulfur ion will place a 
strain causing the magnesium in the center to rise above the 
surface plane defined by the oxygen atoms. The optimized 
position for the central magnesium atom was determined using 
GAUSSIAN 92 and the 3-21G* basis set. The magnesium atom was 
placed at this optimized position to determine the optimized 
distances for the CO adsorption. Surface plots and plots at 
90° to the surface of the Laplacian of the charge density 
were produced for each of the CO orientations as well as the 
condition with no CO molecule. The figures, ail having 
magnesium in the center with sulfur under the central 
magnesium and 0  charge on the cluster, are as follows:
Figure 3-38; no CO, surface plane.
Figure 3-39; no CO, plane parallel to the surface through

the central magnesium.
Figure 3-40; no CO perpendicular to the surface.
Figure 3-41; CO with carbon down, surface plane.
Figure 3-42; CO with carbon down, plane parallel to the

surface through the central magnesium.
Figure 3-43; CO with carbon down, perpendicular to the 

surface.
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Figure 3-44; CO with oxygen down, surface plane.
Figure 3-45; CO with oxygen down, plane parallel to the 

surface through the central magnesium.
Figure 3-46; CO with oxygen down, perpendicular to the 

surface.
In Figures 3-38, 3-41, and 3-44, the contour plots for 

the surface plane, the plots are virtually identical. The 
presence of the sulfur atom under the layer changes the 
magnitudes of the bonding and nonbonding charge 
concentrations from previous orientations, they are broader 
and thinner than with other magnesium centered clusters, but 
within this set of plots, they are the same. Again this 
supports the claim that there is little electron transfer 
from the CO molecule to the surface for either orientation 
of the molecule. This is also seen in the series of plots in 
Figures 3-39, 3-42, and 3-45 which are parallel to the 
surface through the central magnesium ion. These plots are 
also almost identical to one another. Again this reinforces 
the conclusion of the small charge transfer for the 
adsorption of the CO molecule on the surface. However, there 
is a marked difference in the plots perpendicular to the 
surface that include the sulfur atom, Figures 3-40, 3-43, 
and 3-46. In Figures 3-40 and 3-46 the Laplacian of the 
electron density for the sulfur, the central magnesium, and 
the oxygen ions is transferable, even though in Figure 3-40 
there is no CO molecule and in 3-46 there is a CO molecule
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oriented with the oxygen down. In Figure 3-43, there is a CO 
molecule oriented with the carbon down and the electron 
density for the sulfur and the oxygens is changed 
significantly. Although it has been successfully shown that 
the CO molecule adsorption on the surface involves little 
charge transfer, when there is a low-coordinated atom 
beneath the surface and the CO molecule is oriented with the 
carbon end down, there is a charge withdrawal from the atom 
beneath the surface. This was seen in Figure 3-19 where the 
atom under the layer was oxygen, and now with sulfur, thus 
reinforcing the generality of the previous observation. Both 
atoms are in group VI-A of the periodic table, so will 
behave alike chemically, although the charge withdrawal from 
the sulfur is not as great as that from the oxygen. Future 
investigations should address this issue to determine the 
nature of this charge withdrawal, using other "impurity" 
elements and other adsorbants.
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Figure 3-38. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is in the plane of the surface oxygens.
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Figure 3-39. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is in the plane parallel to the plane of 
the surface oxygens through the central Mg.
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Figure 3-40. MgO surface with. Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, no CO. The 
plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface oxygens.
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Figure 3-41. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is in the plane of the surface 
oxygens.
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Figure 3-42. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is in the plane parallel to the 
surface oxygens through the central Mg.
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Figure 3-43. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down. 
The plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface oxygens.
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Figure 3-44. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down. 
The plot is in the plane of the surface 
oxygens.
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Figure 3-45. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down. 
The plot is in the plane parallel to the 
surface oxygens through the central Mg.
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Figure 3-46. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, S under the 
layer, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down. 
The plot is perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface oxygens.
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Chapter 4 
Conclusions and. Future Research

4.1 Conclusions from Chapters 2 and 3.
The original results from Chapters 2 and 3 are

summarized as follows:
1. The different cluster models, 3x3x1, 3x3x2, and 5x5x1 had 

little effect on the optimized distance of the CO 
molecule from the surface, or the CO bond length.

2. The choice of basis set, ST0-3G, LANL1DZ, and 3-21G* had 
little effect on the optimized distance of the CO 
molecule from the surface, or the CO bond length.

3. The 3-21G* basis set provides a better value for the 
dipole moment than the ST0-3G basis set.

4. The choice of cluster model or basis set has little 
effect on binding energy with the exception where 
magnesium is the center atom, oxygen is below the layer 
and CO is oriented with carbon down. Here the binding 
energy was large compared to all other orientations. This 
appears to be related to the creation of a p(z) like hole 
in the sublayer oxygen. All calculated binding energies 
in Table 2-8 compare favorably with values produced 
experimentally and by other ab initio calculations.

5. The Laplacian of the electron charge density -V2 p 
provides information on the local charge concentrations 
of electron charge in the valence shell of an atom or 
molecule, duplicating the number, location, and size of
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spatially localized electron pairs of the VSEPR model.
The Laplacian also recovers the electronic shell model of 
an atom by producing a corresponding number of pairs of 
shells of charge concentration and depletion. It also 
efficiently points to unexpected reorganizations of the 
charge density that have significant chemical 
consequences. It is thus a valuable "data mining" tool.

4.2 Directions of Future Research.
Future research on the topic of adsorption of molecules 

on a metal oxide surface can take several different courses. 
Listed below are some of the possibilities for investigation 
in the future. This list is not exhaustive, as other topics 
and areas of interest will develop from the future research.

4.2.1 Surface defects and dislocations.
In this paper, the surface was considered "perfect" . 

That is, there were no structural defects in the structure 
of the surface. Even in the 3x3x2 cluster model, the cluster 
was considered to be without defect. However, the study of 
the effect of defect sites on the adsorption of molecules is 
a topic of much interest and effort. Much of the chemistry 
at the surface of metal oxides is due to the presence of 
highly reactive defect sites58. There are two different 
types of defects that should be considered, dislocations and 
vacancies. Dislocations, such as edge, slip and screw
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dislocations have received considerable attention24-26-30-36-56- 
There are two types of vacancies that are of possible 
consideration: l) if the metal ion is missing, the vacancy 
is called a V center; 2) if the oxide ion is missing, the 
vacancy is called an F center. The effect of F and V centers 
on the reactivity of the adsorbing molecule is of 
interest37'48-62-75,109'110. In addition, an orientation of the MgO 
surface is a possibility. In this paper, the MgO(001) 
surface was considered. However it may prove interesting to 
study the MgO (111) surface and compare results from this 
surface with the MgO(001) surface and with the results of 
Hermansson, et. al . 111

An example of this can be seen in the following.
Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 are the Laplacian plots for 
an MgO 3x3x1 cluster with 0 charge, which is expected for 
five Mg’2, four O'2, and one S'2 ions. The cluster is oriented 
so that there should be an oxygen in the center, but the 
central oxygen is replaced with a magnesium, and there is a 
sulfur atom under the central magnesium. The central 
magnesium is in the optimized position above the layer for 
this cluster configuration. From the contour plots it can be 
seen that the 0/Mg substitution combined with the sulfur 
impurity modifies the central magnesium ion's VSCC to 
resemble that of a d-block transition metal. The magnesium 
has d-like valence shell charge concentrations as seen in 
the clover leaf pattern112. There is a pair of corresponding
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d orbitals, d** and dyr. The cause of this modification of 
the VSCC, as well as the chemical consequences are a subject 
for future research.

4.2.2 Dopants in the Surface.
The interaction of simple adsorbates and the surfaces 

of metal oxides has been extensively used as a test case of 
theoretical models of chemisorption on ionic surfaces34. The 
effect of impurities is of great importance in the study of 
adsorption on surfaces. Alkali-doped metal oxides have been 
successfully employed in the synthesis of ethane and other 
higher hydrocarbons from natural gas28-29- 113 . The presence of 
impurities, or dopants, in the surface or under the surface 
layer can have an effect on the surface properties such as 
adsorption energy and binding site preference2 0 , 2 4 '30 '36,56-75 . 
Impurities such as Li, Na, and K cause increases in the 
number of O' sites (as opposed to the usual O'2) in the 
surface114. Ca and Fe as dopants have also been studied24. The 
effect of these and other impurities on the acidic or basic 
nature of the metal oxide surface can determine its 
catalytic activity towards an adsorbed species. It is 
important to establish some general rules to rationalize and 
predict the acidic/basic character of the different sites 
and different oxides.
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Figure 4-1. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, and adjacent 
to the center Mg, O in the corners, S under the 
central Mg. The plot is in the plane of the 
surface oxygens and shows the cloverleaf pattern 
of the Laplacian of the electron density around 
the central Mg. This suggests the Mg atom has d 
-like valence shell electrons.
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Figure 4-2. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, and adjacent 
to the center Mg, O in the corners, S under the 
central Mg showing the cloverleaf pattern around 
the central Mg. The plot is parallel to the 
plane of the surface oxygens through the central 
Mg.
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Figure 4-3. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, and adjacent 
to the center Mg, O in the corners, S under the 
central Mg. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface through the three Mg atoms.
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Figure 4-4. MgO surface with Mg in the center lifted above 
the plane of the surface oxygens, and adjacent 
to the center Mg, 0 in the corners, S under the 
central Mg. The plot is perpendicular to the 
surface through the central Mg and two corner 0 atoms.
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4.2.3 Different metal-oxide surfaces.
The present study involved the MgO surface. However, 

there are other metal-oxide surfaces of interest, such as 
NiOi8.3 4.11s ̂ caO23, ZnO46, A1203 and NiO49, and KC162 which is not 
a metal-oxide surface but is chosen for its high ionicity 
and the vast literature on its defects and their optical and 
paramagnetic manifestations. As mentioned above, the 
different oxides have different acidic/basic characteristics 
which influence their effect on the adsorbed molecules.

4.2.4 Different molecules adsorbing on the surface.
There are many molecules that have proven interesting

in the study of adsorption on metal-oxide surfaces. Some 
possible choices that are of interest are
H23 0-iii-hs, H2024'25, H2C022, and C0248 . For example, H2 adsorption 
on an oxide surface is an essential step in many catalytic 
processes111. The H2 molecule is nonpolar, has a low 
polarizability, and a very strong H-H bond. This means H2 

will only adsorb on the most reactive oxide surfaces. There 
are others that could also prove useful in the study of 
surfaces.
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4.2.5 Oxidative coupling of methane.

There has been a lot of interest in the study of the 
oxidative coupling of methane on Li doped surfaces28,117 and 
Pb and Sn doped surfaces29. This research is of practical 
significance due to the use of natural gas (which has 
methane as the most abundant component) as a raw material in 
the synthesis of C2 - compounds which are more valuable 
chemicals. Due to the remote locations of most natural gas 
reserves, the transportation of methane can be more 
reasonable if it is first converted to more useful liquid 
hydrocarbons. Previous methods for methane conversion have 
proven cost prohibitive118. Developing a more cost effective 
catalytic conversion method is of great interest and 
technological significance. This would be an area for future 
research.

4.2.6 Electron density and the VSEPR model of molecular 
geometry.

Further investigations using the electron density and 
the Laplacian of the electron density and their correlation 
to the VSEPR model are warranted. Many researchers are using 
electron density differences, EDD, or charge density 
differences, in investigations of molecular properties and 
geometries21,31'33, 35 . The electron density difference is 
obtained by substracting the densities of the isolated
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spherical atoms from the observed total electron density. 
Bader showed that subtracting the density of an atom that 
had one electron pointing in the direction of the bond to be 
formed, and axially averaging the others, versus subtracting 
spherical atoms (which is usually done) would produce 
completely different interpretations120. Bader also showed 
that using spherical atoms produces a greater density 
difference in the nonbonding region than the bonding 
region106. Gillespie has shown that there are problems 
associated in the interpretation of EDD plots. The EDD plot 
for tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile shows no density in the C- 
F bond regions. "The problem arises because the subtraction 
of the spherical densities of isolated atoms is an arbitrary 
procedure that cannot be theoretically justified. " 25 

Obviously there is a great oportunity for future research in 
this area.

4.2.7 The effect of cluster size on electronic and 
adsorption properties.

The effect of the size of the cluster and cluster 
topology on such properties as cluster stability, band gap, 
adsorption geometry and binding energy have recently been 
investigated119. The topological parameters considered were 
the number of dangling bonds of a cut-out cluster and the 
average dangling bond on each in-cluster atom. In the
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present work, these were not considered. In future 
investigations these could be included to determine the 
effect, if any, they have on the calculated values.
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APPENDIX A 
Archive Entries for GAUSSIAN 92 Jobs
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1. 5x5x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the 

layer, CO with C down, 0 charge on the cluster,
STO-3G basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNKI POPT IRHF | STO-3G | ClMgl3013 | PCUSER | 21-Mar-1999 11 
|#RHF/STO-3G OPT SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 OPTCYC=99 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST | 15x5x1, CO opt, C down, ST0-3G|

0,0,6.3,0., 
O, 0,4.2,2.1,

| 0,11Mg,0,0 .,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 .
0. Mg,0,8 .4,0 . ,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0. [Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0 .
0. Mg,0,6.3,2.1,0. |0, 0,8.4,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,4.2,o!(0,0,2.1,4.2 
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |0,0,6.3,4.2,0. |Mg,0,8.4,4.2,0. 10,0,0.,6.3,0. |Mg,0,2.1,6.3,0. |0,0,4.2,6.3,0.|Mg,0,6.3,6.3,0.jo,0,8.4,

Mg,0,4.2,8.4,0.[O,0,6.3 
O,0,Ox,Oy, Oz| [Cz=2.5334

6.3,0. |Mg,0,0.,8.4,0. |0,0,2.1,8.4,0.
,8.4,0. |Mg,0,8.4, 8.4,0. |C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz
6992|Oz=3.67883569|Cx=4.2|Cy=4.2|0x=4.2|0y=4.2||Version=486- 
Windows-G92RevE.l|HF=-3560.0664484|RMSD=7.372e-009|RMSF=4.06 
2e-002|Dipole=0.000007,0.0000076,0.1724848|PG=C04V[C4(OlClMg
1),2SGV(Mg202),2SGD(Mg4),X(08)] ||@
2. 5x5x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, CO 

with C down, 0 charge on the cluster, LANL1DZ basis set.
1 1 GINC-UNK | FOPT | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMgl3013 | PCUSER | 14-Oct-1997 | 1 
#RHF/LANL1DZ OPT SCFCYC=80 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||5x5x1, CO 

opt, C down, LANL1DZ|
O,0,6.3,0. , 
0,0,4.2,2.1,0,1 1Mg,0,0 . ,0.,0. [0 ,0 ,2 .1 ,0 .,0 . |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0.

0 . Mg,0,8.4,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.
0. Mg,0,6.3,2.1,0. |0,0,8.4,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0. ,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2 
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. j o ,0,6.3,4.2,0. |Mg,0,8.4,4.2,0. |0,0,0.,6.
3,0.|Mg,0,2.1,6.3,0.|0,0,4.2,6.3,0.|Mg,0,6.3,6.3,0.|0,0,8.4,
6.3,0. |Mg,0,0.,8.4, 0. |0,0,2.1,8.4,0.
,8.4,0. |Mg,0,8.4,8.4,0. |C,0,Cx, Cy,Cz
342|Cy=4.20000861jCz=2.59571647|0x=4!19985078|0y=4!20001951| 
0z=3.73015128 I Version=486-WindOWS-G92RevE.11HF=-1022.477332

Mg,0,4.2,8.4,0.|0,0,6.3 
O,0,0x,0y,0z||Cx=4.1999

9 |RMSD=8.609e-009 
9,-0.0955888)PG=I

RMSF=1,8 06e-002|Dipole=0.0000272,-0.000007 
@

3. 5x5x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, CO 
with C down, 0 charge on the cluster, 3-21G* basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | FOPT | RHF | 3-21G* | ClMgl3013 | PCUSER | 25-Oct-1997 11 
|#RHF/3-21G* OPT SCFCYC=80 POP=REG 0UT=WFN TEST||5x5x1, CO 
opt, C down, 3-21G*| 0,0,6.3,0., 

0,0,4.2,2.1,|0,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |Or0,2.1,0.,0. | Mg,0,4.2, 0. , 0.
0. Mg,0,8.4,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0. | Mg, 0,2.1,2.1,0 .
0. Mg,0,6.3,2.1,0.|0,0,8.4,2.1,0.|Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2 
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |0,0,6.3,4.2,0. |Mg,0,8.4,4.2,0. 10,0,0.,6. 
3,0.|Mg,0,2.1,6.3,0.|0,0,4.2,6.3,0.|Mg,0,6.3,6.3,0.|0,0,8.4,

Mg,0,4.2,8.4,0.|0,0,6.3 
O,0,Ox,Oy,Oz||Cx=4.19996.3,0. |Mg,0,0.,8.4,0. |0,0,2.1,8.4,0.

,8.4,0. |Mg,0,8.4,8.4,0. |C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz 
4476|Cy=4.2000073|Cz=2.42889025|Ox=4!19987214|0y=4.2 000169|O 
z=3.55450552||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|HF=-3587.6020385 
(RMSD=8.519e-009|RMSF=2.181e-0 02 |Dipole=0.0000116,-0.000002, 
0.0020869|PG=||@
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4. 3x3x2 with Mg in the center, CO with C down, 0 charge on

the cluster, STO-3G basis set.
1 11 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G | ClMg9010 | PCUSER 115-Feb-1998 | 0 | | #R 
HF/STO-3G POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST| | 3x3x2 Opt for CO, C down, 
ST0-3G|
|0,l|0,0,0.,0.,0. Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0.|Mg,0,0.,2.1,

0,0,0.,4.2,0.|Mg,0,2.1,4.2 
0,0,2.1,0.,2.1|Mg,0,4.2,0.

0. |0,0,2.1,2.1,0. Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0.
,0. [0,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Mg,0,0.,0.,2.1 
,2.1|0,0,0.,2.1,2.1|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,2.1|0,0,4.2,2.1^2.1|Mg,0,0.
,4.2,2.1|O,0,2.1,4.2,2.1|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,2.1|C,0,2.1,2.1,4.57 97 
|O,0,2.1,2.1,5.825l||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-A 
l|HF=-2550.4865894|RMSD=1.717e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,4.2502659 | PG 
=C04V [C4 (OlMglClOl) ,2SGV(Mg202) ,2SGD(Mg202)] | |@

5. 3x3x2 with Mg in the center, CO with C down, 0 charge on 
the cluster, LANL1DZ basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMg9O10 | PCUSER 112-NOV-1997 |0 ( |# 
RHF/LANL1DZ POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST [ (3x3x2, Opt for CO, C down, 
3-21G*|
(0,1 |0 ,0,0 . ,0.,0 .
2.1
2.1

O, 0, 4 .2, 0 . , 0 .
Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,0 . , 
Mg,0,4.2,0.,2.l|O,0,0.,2.1,

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.
0 , 0 , 2 . 1 , 0 . , 2.1

O,0,2.1,2.1,01 I Mg,0,2.1,2.1,2.11 Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. |0,0,0.,4 
.2,6. (Mg,0,0.,4.2,2.1(Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.(0,0,2.1,4.2,2.1(0,0,4. 
2,4.2,0. |Mg,0, 4.2,4.2,2.110,0,4.2,2.1,2.11C,0,2.1,2.1,4.8924 
8622(O,0,2.1,2.1,6.02775295||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|S 
tate=l-Al|HF=-794.5316994(RMSD=4.373e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,5.692 
0582|PG=C04V[C4(OlMglClOl),2SGV(Mg202),2SGD(Mg202)](|@

6. 3x3x2 with Mg in the center, CO with C down, 0 charge on 
the cluster, 3-21G* basis set.

1| 1 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | 3-21G* |ClMg9O10 | PCUSER | 21-Mar-1999 | 1 1 | 
#RHF/3-21G* OPT POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 OPTCYC=99 
SCFCYC=99 TEST||3x3x2 Opt for CO, 3-21G*, C down Mg,0,0 . ,0 . , 

O,0,0.,2.1,| |0,110,0,0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1,0.,0 . |Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.
2.1 0,0,4.2,0.,0.|0,0,2.1,0.,2.1|Mg,0,4.2,0.,2.1
2.1 0,0,2.1,2.1,0.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,2.1|Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0.(0,0,0.,4 
.2,0. |Mg,0,0., 4.2,2.11Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.(0,0,2.1,4.2,2.1(0,0,4. 
2,4.2,0. Mg,0,4.2,4.2,2.l(0,0,4.2,2.1,2.l|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz|0,0,0 
x, Oy,Oz| Cz=4.58574906|Oz=5.71182892|Cx=2.1(Cy=2.11Ox=2.1|Oy 
=2.1(|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1 State=l-Al(HF=-2570.0666 
671|RMSD=8.579e-009|RMSF=2.990e-002 Dipole=0.,0.,5.2617772(P 
G=C04V[C4 (OlMglClOl) ,2SGV(Mg202) ,2SGD(Mg202)] | (@
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7. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, 0 charge on the cluster, CO

with C down, STO-3G basis set.
l|l|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|ST0-3G|ClMg505 | PCUSER| 08-Feb-1998 | 0 | | #RH 
F/STO-3G POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST| |MgO Opt for CO, C down,
3x3x11 |0,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.
2.0..0.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.
1.4.2.0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |C,0,2.1,2.1,2.5508|O,0,2.1,2.1,3.69 
648 I IVersion=486-Windows-G92RevE.11State=l-Al|HF=-1391.93191 
58|RMSD=6.591e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,0.1592209|PG=C04V [C4(01 
CIMgl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2) ] | |@

8. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, 0 charge on the cluster, CO 
with C down, LANL1DZ basis set.

1 |1 |GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|LANL1DZ|ClMg505|PCUSER|07-Mar-1998|0 ||#R 
HF/LANL1DZ POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO, 3x3x1, CO, LANL1DZ

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.

O,0,0.,2.1, 
O,0,2.1,4.2

| |0,1[Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0.
0.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |C,0,2.1,2.1,2!67769|0,0, 2.1,2.1,3.81337|
|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.11State=l-Al |HF=-416.276342|RMS 
D=2.644e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,-0.171382[PG=C04V[C4(OlClMgl),2SGV 
(02),2SGD(Mg2)]||@

9. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis set.

1 1 1 1GINC-UNKISPIRHF|3-21G*|ClMg505|PCUSER|10-Mar-1998|0 | |#RH 
F/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO CO, 3x3x1 layer, C down 
3-21G*||0,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0. 0,0,2.1,0.,0.|Mg,0,4.2,0.,0.(O,0,0.,2.1,
0.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. 0,0,4.2,2.1,0.|Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2 
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. | C, 0,2.1,2.1,2.47809810,0,2.1,2.1,3.60449 
1 ||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-Al|HF=-1402.7192746 
|RMSD=2.023e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,-0.0349321|PG=C04V[C4(OlClMgl)
,2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2)]||@

10. CO with STO-3G
1 |1 |GINC-UNK|FOPT|RHF|STO-3G|ClOl|PCUSER|05-Apr-1999|1 ||#RHF 
/STO-3G OPT OPTCYC= 99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN

Ox=0.|Oy-Q.||VTEST |Opt for CO separation, STO-3G basis set 
|0,1 C,0,0.,0.,0.|O,0,Ox,Oy,Oz||Oz=l.14551362
ersion=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-SG|HF=-lll.2254495[RMSD 
=6 . 595e-0111 RMSF=5 . 640e-005 | Dipole=0 . , 0 . , 0 . 0488989.| PG=C*V [C* 
(ClOl)] ||@
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11. CO with LANL1DZ
1 11 1 GINC-UNK | FOPT | RHF | LANL1DZ [ ClOl | PCUSER | 05 -Apr-19 9 9 | 1 1 | #RH 
F/LANL1DZ OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN 
TEST | Opt for CO separation, LANL1DZ basis set|
|0,1 C,0,0.,0.,0. IO,0,Ox,Oy,OzI IOz=l.13793916 IOx=0. [Oy=0. | |V 
ersion=486-Windows-G92RevE. 1 1 State=l-SG|HF=-112 .6850704 |RMSD 
=7 .509e-009 | RMSF=5 . 791e-006 | Dipole=0 . , 0 . , - 0 .1878874 | PG=C*V [C 
* (ClOl)] ||@

12. CO with 3-21G* basis set.
1 11 1 GINC-UNK | FOPT | RHF | 3 -21G* | ClOl | PCUSER | 05- Apr-1999 | 1 1 | #RHF 
/3-21G* OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN

Ox=0. |Oy= 0. | |V
TEST |Opt for CO separation, 3-21G* basis set 
|0,1 C,0,0.,0.,0. |O,0,Ox,Oy,Oz| |Oz=l.12895962 
ersion=48 6-Windows-G92RevE. 1 1 State=l-SG|HF=-112 . 093299 |RMSD= 
2.034e-009|RMSF=1.548e-005|Dipole=0.,0.,-0.1563025|PG=C*V[C* 
(ClOl)] ||@

13. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, no CO, STO-3G Basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK| SP | RHF | STO-3G j Mg504 j PCUSER j 02 - Jan-1999 j 0 j | #RHF/ 
STO-3G SCFCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO, 3x3x1

O, 0,0.,2.1,0 
O, 0,2.1,4.2,

layer, STO-3G Basis set, No CO|
|0,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0.|0,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,4.2,0.,0.
. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. jO,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg, 0,0.,4.2,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-Al
G|HF=-1280.7021438 RMSD=9.638e-009|Dipole=0 . ,0. , 0. |PG=D04H[O 
(Mgl),2C21(01.01),2C2"(Mgl.Mgl)] ||@

14. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ Basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK I SP I RHF | LANL1DZ | Mg504 | PCUSER | 02- Jan-199 9 | 0 | | #RHF 
/LANL1DZ SCFCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO,
3x3x1 layer, LANL1DZ Basis set, No CO|

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 . 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.

I 0,11 Mg,0,0 . , 0 . , 0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0 
. I Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. I 0,0,4.2,2.1,0 
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. | |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1 
G|HF=-303.5861729|RMSD=1.865e-009|Dipole=0. , 0 . , 0. 
to(Mgl),2C2*(01.01),2C2"(Mgl.Mgl)] ||@

O, 0,0.,2 .1, 0 
O, 0,2.1,4.2, 

State=l-Al 
PG=D04H
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15. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0

charge on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* Basis set.
1| 1 1 GINC-UNK [SP| RHF | 3-21G* | Mg504 | PCUSER | 02-Jan-1999 | 0 | | #RHF/ 
3-21G* SCFCYC=99 SCFC0NV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO, 3x3x1 
layer, 3-21G*Basis set, No COj

0,0,0 ., 2 .1,0 
0,0,2.1,4.2,

| 0 , 1 1Mg,0,0 . ,0 . ,0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,4.2,0 . ,0 .
. | Mg, 0,2.1,2.1,0. 10,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0 .
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1j State=l-Al
G|HF=-1290.6133559 RMSD=4.789e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0.|PG=D04H[0 
(Mgl),2C2'(01.01),2C2"(Mgl.Mgl)]||@

16. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer,
+2 charge on the cluster, no CO, STO-3G basis set.

1| l|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|ST0-3G|Mg504(2 + ) |PCUSER|22-May-1999|0 | |# 
RHF/STO-3G P0P=REG SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 0UT=WFN TEST || 3x3x1 
Mg in the center, No CO, STO-3G basis set +2 Charge on 
the cluster|
|2,1j Mg,0,0.,0. , 0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0. [Mg,0 , 4.2 , 0.,0 
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.[0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2, 
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-Al
G|HF=-1280.7391072 RMSD=8.8 97e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0.|PG=D04H[O 
(Mgl),2C2'(01.01),2C2"(Mgl.Mgl)]||@

17. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 
+2 charge on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | LANL1DZ | Mg504 (2 + ) [ PCUSER 
#RHF/LANL1DZ POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST SCFCONV=8

27-May-1999|0 || 
MgO 3x3x1 with

+2 charge on the cluster, No CO, LANL1DZ basis set
|2,11Mg,0,0 . ,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0.
. I Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1 
G|HF=-3 03.2143423|RMSD=7.997e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0. 
Mgl) ,2C2' (01.01) ,2C2" (Mgl.Mgl)] | |@

0,0,0.,2.1,0. [Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|O,0,2.1,4.2,

State=l-Al
PG=D04H[O(

18. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 
+2 charge on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set.

1 1 1 |GINC-UNK| SP|RHF|3-21G*|Mg504(2 + ) [PCUSER|27-May-1999|0 | |# 
RHF/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST SCFCONV=8 | |MgO 3x3x1 with. +2 
charge on the cluster, No CO, 3-21G* basis set |2,1|Mg,0,0 . , 0.,0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. O,0,0.,2.1,0 . Mg,0,4.2,0 . , 0 
. | Mg ,0,2.1,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. [0,0,2.1,4.2, 
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1[State=l-Al
G|HF=-1290.2433849 RMSD=9.997e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0. |PG=D04H [O 
(Mgl),2C2'(01.01),2C2"(Mgl.Mgl)]||@
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19. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer,
0 charge on the cluster, no CO, STO-3G basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G | Mg505 | PCUSER | 05 - Jul-1999 [ 0 | | #RHF/ 
STO-3G SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST || 3x3x1, Mg 
in the center, O under the layer, STO-3G basis set |
|0,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0 
. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2,0. |Mg, 0,4.2,4.2, 
0.10,0,2.1,2.1,-2.11Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.| |Version=486-Windows-G92
RevE.l|State=l-Al|HF=-1354.3689015|RMSD=2.740e-009 
,0.,0.82431|PG=C04V [C4(OlMgl),2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2)] Dipole=0. 

|@
20. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer,

0 charge on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set.
1[1[GINC-UNK|SP|RHF[LANL1DZ|Mg505|PCUSER|05-Jul-1999|0||#RHF 
/LANL1DZ SCFCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||3x3x1, Mg 
in the center, O under the layer, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set |

0 ,0 ,0 . ,2 .1,0 
O, 0 , 2 .1, 4 . 2 ,

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. 
Mg, 0, 0.,4.2,0 .

| 0, 1 1Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0.
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|O,0,2.1,2.1,-2.l|| Version=486-Windows-G92 
RevE.l|State=l-Al|HF=-378.1805719|RMSD=3.475e-009|Dipole=0., 
0.,3.7899721|PG=C04V [C4(OlMgl) ,2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2) ] ||@

21. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer,
0 charge on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set.

1 11 1GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|3-21G* |Mg505|PCUSER|05-Jul-1999|0 | |#RHF/ 
3-21G* SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST'' 
with O under the layer, No CO 3-21G* basis set
|0,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0.|0,0,2.1,0.,0. 
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. 
2RevE.11State=l-Al

O, 0, 0 . , 2 .1, 0 .
0 ,0 ,2 .1 ,2 .1 ,-2.1 
HF=-1364.8057892

|MgO 3x3x1
Mg,0,4.2,0 . ,0 

Mg,0,0.,4.2,o![0,0,2.1,4.2, 
Vers ion=48 6-Windows-G9 

RMSD=4.877e-009|Dipole=0
. , 0. , 3.1953517|PG=C04V [C4(OlMgl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@

22. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, +2 
charge on the cluster, CO with C down, STO-3G basis set.

1 1 |GINC-UNK|POPT|RHF|STO-3G|ClMg505(2+)|PCUSER|23-May-1999| 
1 |#RHF/STO-3G OPT POP=REG OPTCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=200 
OUT=WFN TEST| |3x3x1 Mg in the center, opt for CO, STO-3G 
basis set +2 Charge on the cluster|
I 2, 1 1 Mg,0,0.,0.,0. 0,0,2.1,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4 .2,0 . ,
0.[Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. 0,0,4.2,2.1,0.[Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.[0,0,2.1,4.2 
,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |C, 0,Cx,Cy,Cz|O,0,Ox,Oy,Oz[ |Cz=2.50161158 
'Oz=3.64427184|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.1||Version=486-Wind 

'State=l-AlIHF=-1391.9739662|RMSD=3.280e-009|RM 
Dipole=0.,0.,-1.2381237[PG=C04V[C4(OlClMgl),2S

OWS-G92RevE.1 
SF=5.906e-002 
GV(02),2SGD(Mg2)][[@
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23 . 3x3x1 with. Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, +2

charge on the cluster, CO with C down, LANL1DZ basis
set.

l|l GINC-UNK|POPT|RHF|LANL1DZ|ClMg505(2 + ) |PCUSER|2G-May-1999 
|1 #RHF/LANL1DZ OPT POP=REG OPTCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=200 
OUT=WFN TEST [ |3x3xl Mg center, opt for CO, LANLlDZ,+2 Charge 
| |2,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0. [Mg, 0,4.2,0 . , 
0. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2 
, 0. [Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz|O,0,Ox,Oy, Oz[ |Cz=2.64023 8 |0 
z=3.77040868 ICx=2.1 Cy=2.11Ox=2.11Oy=2.11 |Version=486-Window 
S-G92RevE.1|State=l-Al|HF=-415.9051264|RMSD=6.778e-009|RMSF= 
2 .839e-002|Dipole= 0.,0.,-1.5535187[PG=C04V[C4(OlClMgl) ,2SGV( 
02),2SGD(Mg2)] | [@

24. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 
+2 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis 
set.

1 1 |GINC-UNK|POPT|RHF[3 
1 |#RHF/3-21G* OPT P0P- 
OUT=WFN TEST|[3x3x1 Mg 
basis set +2 Charge on 
| |2,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0 . [O, 0 
0. [Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. [0,0,

-21G*|ClMg505(2+)|PCUSER[25-May-1999j 
REG OPTCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=200 
in the center, opt for CO, 3-21G* 
the cluster
,2.1,0.,0 . 
4.2,2.1,0 .

,0. I Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. 
Oz=3.59042 92|Cx=2.1
S-G92RevE.1 
=3.282e-002

State=l-Al 
Dipole=0.,0

(02),2SGD(Mg2)]||@

0,0,0.,2.1,0.|Mg,0,4.2,0., 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2 

C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz[6,0,Ox,Oy,Oz|[Cz=2.467 9809| 
Cy=2.11Ox=2.11Oy=2.11 | Version=486-Window 

HF=-14 02.3522837|RMSD=2.878e-009|RMSF 
1.3761919|PG=C04V[C4(OlClMgl),2SGV

25. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, CO with C down, STO-3G basis set.

1 I 1 1GINC-UNK|SPIRHF|ST0-3G|ClMg506|PCUSER|06-Jul-1999|0 | |#RH 
F/STO-3G SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 POP=REG 0UT=WFN TEST[|MgO, 
single layer, 3x3x1, Mg in the center, O under the layer, 
STO-3G basis set, CO at opt, C down|
|0,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0 
.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.|Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2,0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2, 
0 . j0,0,2.1,2.1,-2.1[Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. |C,0 ,2 .1,2.1 , 2 .519405|O,0 
,2.1,2.1,3.664939[|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-Al[ 
HF=-1465.5992863|RMSD=6.3 95e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0.9898595|PG=C 
04V [C4(OlClMglOl),2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2)]||@
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26. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 charge

on the cluster, CO with C down, LANL1DZ basis set.
1 |1 |GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|LANL1DZ[ClMg506[PCUSER|06-Jul-1999[0||#R 
HF/LANL1DZ SCFCYC=400 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||MgO, 
3x3x1 layer, LANL1DZ Basis set, No CO, O under the layer, CO 
at opt, C down|

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 . 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.

O,0,0.,2.1,0 
O, 0, 2 .1, 4 .2 ,|0,11Mg,0,0.,0 . ,0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0.

.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,2.1,-2 .1 |C, 0, 2 .1, 2 . 1̂  2 . 6169506 |Of 
0,2.1,2.1,3.7542876||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l-A 
1 1HF=-490.8669228 |RMSD=3.523e-010|Dipole=0.,0.,3.5715588|PG= 
C04V [C4(OlClMglOl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@

27. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis set.

1 |1|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|3-21G*|ClMg506|PCUSER|08-Jul-1999|0 |j#RH 
F/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 TEST||3x3x1 Mg 
in the center, with O under the layer, CO at opt, C down 
3-21G* basis set|I 0,11Mg,0,0,,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2, 
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,2.1,-2.l|C,0,2.1,2.1,2.44481298|0 
,0,2.1,2.1,3.57251475\ jVersion=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l 
-Al|HF=-1476.9815908|RMSD=9.014e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0.4087114| 
PG=C04V [C4(OlClMglOl),2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2)]||@

28. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down, STO-3G basis set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK| POPT | RHF | STO-3G | ClMg505 | PCUSER | 24 - Dec-1998 11 1 | # 
RHF/STO-3G OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN 
TEST | 13x3x1 Mg in the center, nothing under, O down, STO-3G 
basis set||0,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0.|0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0.|Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2, 
0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |0,0,Ox,Oy,Oz|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz| |Oz=2.22 93|Cz=3 
.3758|Ox=2.1|Oy-2.1|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1||Version=486-Windows-G92Re 
vE. 1 
-002

State=l-Al|HF=-1391.9348672|RMSD=8.73 9e-0 09|RMSF=4.585e 
Dipole=0.,0.,0.1532438|PG=C04V[C4(ClOlMgl),2SGV(02),2SG

D(Mg2)]||©
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29. 3x3x1 with. Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0

charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down, LANL1DZ basis
set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMg505 | PCUSER | 08-Apr-1998 11 1 | 
#RHF/LANL1DZ OPT SCFCONV=8 OPTCYC=99 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST | | 3x3x1 Mg in the Center, nothing under, OPT for 
CO O down, IiANLIDZ basis set|
|0,11Mg,0, 0 . , 0 . , 0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. 0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 
. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2, 
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|0,0,Ox,Oy,Oz|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz||Oz=2.65120412| 
Cz=3 .78607794|Ox=2.110y=2.11Cx=2.11 Cy=2.11 | Version=486-Windo 
ws-G92RevE . 1 1 State=l-Al |HF=-416 . 2730378 | RMSD=7 . 052e-009 | RMSF 
=2.571e-002|Dipole=0.,0.,0.2610524|PG=C04V [C4(ClOlMgl) ,2SGV( 
02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@

30. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with O down, 3-21G* basis set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | 3-21G* | ClMg505 | PCUSER |24-Dec-1998|l| |# 
RHF/3-21G* OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN 
TEST||3x3x1 Mg in the center, nothing under, O down, 3-21G* 
basis set I 0,0,0.,2.1,0. I Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 

Mg,0,0.,4 . 2 , 0 . j O, 0 , 2.1,4.2,| 0, 1 1 Mg, 0, 0 . , 0 . , 0 . | 0, 0, 2 .1, 0 . , 0 .
. I Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. 10,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.JMg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|0,0,0x,0y,0z|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz1|Oz=2.40170504| 
Cz=3.5341368|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.11Cx=2.1(Cy=2.11 |Version=48 6-Window 
S-G92RevE.1 State=l-Al(HF=-1402.7181404| RMSD=6.946e-009|RMSF 
=3.024e-002 Dipole=0.,0.,0.403253|PG=C04V[C4(ClOlMgl),2SGV(0
2) ,2 SGD(Mg2 ] | |@

31. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, +2 
charge on the cluster, CO with O down, STO-3G basis set.

1 1 [ GINC-UNK | POPT 1 RHF | STO-3G( ClMg505 (2 + ) | PCUSER | 27-May-1999 | 
1 |#RHF/STO-3G OPT OPTCYC=200 SCFCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST[|MgO, 3x3x1 layer, Mg in center, nothing under, 
Opt for CO, O down, STO-3G basis set, +2 charge on the 
cluster| O, 0,0.,2 .1,0 

O, 0,2.1,4.2,
Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|2,11Mg, 0, 0 .,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0..(Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.,

0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |O,0,Ox,Oy,Oz | C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz| |Oz=2.173 99123 | 
Cz=3.3249236|Cx=2.1(Cy=2.1|Ox=2.l|Oy=2.11 | Version=486-Window 

State=l-Al|HF=-1391.9765998| RMSD=6.499e-009|RMSF 
Dipole=0 . , 0 . , -0 . 9895014 | PG=C04V [C4 (ClOlMgl) , 2SGVs-G92RevE.1 

=5.909e-002
(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@
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32. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, +2

charge on the cluster, CO with 0 down, LANLIDZ basis
set.

1|1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMg505 (2 + ) | PCUSER | 28-May-1999 
|1 #RHF/LANL1DZ OPT OPTCYC=200 SCFCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST| |MgO, 3x3x1 layer, Mg in center, nothing under, 
Opt for CO, O down, LANLIDZ basis set, +2 charge on the 
cluster|

0 ,0,0 .,2 .1,0 
O, 0, 2.1,4.2,

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. 
Mg, 0 , 0 . , 4 . 2 , 0 .

|2,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0.
. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Of0,4.2,2.1,0.
0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0. |0,0,Ox,Oy,Oz|C, 0,Cx,Cy,Cz| |Oz=2.50542238| 
Cz=3.64592625|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.1||Version=486-Windo 
ws-G92RevE.11State=l-Al|HF=-415.9065043|RMSD=9.184e-009|RMSF 
=2.894e-002|Dipole=0.,0.,-0.9509037|PG=C04V[C4 (ClOlMgl) ,2SGV 
(02),2SGD(Mg2)][|@

33. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, nothing under the layer, +2 
charge on the cluster, CO with O down, 3-21G* basis set.

1 1 1 GINC-UNK| POPT | RHF | 3-21G* | ClMg505 (2 + ) | PCUSER| 28-May-1999 | 
1 [#RHF/3-21G* OPT OPTCYC=200 SCFCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST| |MgO, 3x3x1 layer, Mg in center, nothing under, 
Opt for CO, 0 down, 3-21G* basis set, +2 charge on the 
cluster j

0 ,0,0 .,2 .1,0 
O, 0, 2.1,4.2,

Mg, 0,4.2,0. ,0. 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.

|2,1|Mg,0,0.,0.,0.|0,0,2.1,0.,0.
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|0,0,Ox,Oy,Oz|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz||Oz=2.3652 080 9 | 
Cz=3.50313766|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.l|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.1||Version=486-Windo 

State=l-A1|HF=-1402.3555239|RMSD=3.336e-009|RMS 
Dipole=0.,0.,-0.774127|PG=C04V[C4(ClOlMgl),2SGV

ws-G92RevE.1 
F=3.336e-002
(02) ,2SGD(Mg2) ] | |@

34. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, CO with O down, STO-3G basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G | ClMg506 | PCUSER | 06-Jul-1999 | 0 | | #RH 
F/STO-3G SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST | |MgO, 
single layer, 3x3x1, Mg in the center, O under the layer, 
STO-3G basis set, CO at opt, O down, 0 charge on the cluster 
| | 0, 1 1 Mg, 0, 0 .,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg, 0, 4 .2, 0.,0.|0,0,0.,2.1, 
0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2 
,0.|O,0,2.1,2.1,-2.1|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|O,0,2.1,2.1,2.24151168| 
C,0,2.1,2.1,3.3877337| | Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.11State=l 
-A1IHF=-1465.60218 05|RMSD=4.930e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0.971845|P 
G=C04V [C4(ClOlMglOl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@
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35. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 charge

on the cluster, CO with O down, IiANLlDZ basis set.
1 11 1 GINC-UNK| SP | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMg506 | PCUSER | 08-Jul-1999 | 0 | | #R 
HF/LANL1DZ POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCYC=400 SCFCONV=8 TEST||MgO, 
3x3x1 layer, LANL1DZ Basis set, O under the layer, CO at 
opt, O down, 0 charge on the cluster|

O,0,0.,2.1,0 
O, 0, 2 .1, 4 .2 ,

Mg,0,4.2,0 . ,0. 
Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.

|0,11Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |O,0,2.1,0. , 0.
.|Mg,0,2.1,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0 . | Mg, 0,4.2,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,2.1, -2 .110, 0 , 2 .1, 2 .1,'3 .105143 92 | C 
,0,2.1,2.1,4.24046092||Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1|State=l 
-A11HF=-490.9287491 |RMSD=3.142e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,1.0425996|P 
G=C04V [C4 (ClOlMglOl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@
36. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, O under the layer, 0 

charge on the cluster, CO with O down, 3-21G* basis 
set.

1 | 1 1 GINC-UNK| SP I RHF | 3-21G* | ClMg506 | PCUSER | 09-Jul-1999 | 0 | | #RH 
F/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 TEST||MgO, 
single layer, 3x3x1, Mg in the center, O under the layer, 
3-21G* basis set, CO at opt, O down, 0 charge on the cluster 
| |0,11Mg,0,0 . ,0 . , 0 . |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg, 0,4.2,0.,0.|0,0,0.,2.1, 
0. |0,0,4.2,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1,4.2,0. |Mg,0,4.2,4.2 
,0.|O, 0,2.1,2.1,-2.11Mg, 0,2.1,2.1,0. |0,0,2.1,2.1,2.41202926| 
C,0,2.1,2.1,3.54306116| jVersion=48 6-Windows-G92RevE.1j State= 
1-A1 [ HF=-1476.90 91911RMSD=7.406e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,3 .5970417| 
PG=C04V[C4(ClOlMglOl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@
37. 3x3x1 with O in center, nothing under the layer, 0 

charge on the cluster, no CO, STO-3G basis set.
1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G| Mg405 | PCUSER | 24-Dec-1998 | 0 | | #RHF/ 
STO-3G SCFCONV=8 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||3x3x1, O in center,
No Mg under, STO-3G, 0 charge, no CO

0,0,4.2,0.,0 
O,0,4.2,4.2,|0,1|0,0,0.,0.,0. 

.|Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 
0 .|0 ,0 ,2 .1 ,2 .1 ,0 . 
|HF=-1157.3018118

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.
0,0,0.,4.2,0.|Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.
| Vers ion=48 6-Windows-G92RevE. 11 State=l-A1G 
RMSD=8.222e-009|Dipole=0.0 000084,0.0000056

,0. |PG=D04H[O(Ol) ,2C2' (Mgl.Mgl) , 2C2"(Ol.Ol)] | |@
38. 3x3x1 with O in center, nothing under the layer, 0 

charge on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set.
1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | LANL1DZ |Mg405 | PCUSER | 29-Dec-1998 | 0 | | #RHF 
/LANL1DZ SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=2 00 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST||3x3x1, O 
in center, No Mg under, LANL1DZ basis set, 0 charge, no CO|

O,0,4.2,0.,0 
0,0,4.2,4.2,

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg, 0, 0.,2.1,0.
0,0,0.,4.2,0. | Mg, 0,2.1,4.2,0.
] Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.l |HF=-377 .395 

2533|RMSD=6.802e-009|Dipole=0. , 0. , 0. |PG=D04H[O(01) ,2C2' (Mgl. 
Mgl),2C2"(Ol.Ol)] ||@

| 0, 1 1 O, 0, 0 . , 0 . , 0 . 
. |Mg, 0, 4.2,2.1,0 . 
0 . |0 , 0,2 .1,2 .1,0 .
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39. 3x3x1 with O in center, nothing under the layer, 0

charge on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set.
l|l|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|3-21G* I Mg405 ( PCUSER I 28-Dec-1998 | 0 | | #RHF/ 
3-21G* SCF CONV=8 SCFCYC=200 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST|j3x3x1, O 
in center, No Mg under,3-21G*, 0 charge, no CO| 
|0,1|0,0,0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,0. 
,0. [Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2 , 0 . [O,0,4.2,4.
2,0. I 0,0,2.1,2.1,0. I Vers ion=4 8 6-Windows-G9 2RevE.11HF=-1166. 
3169592|RMSD=6.993e-009|Dipole=-0.0000001,-0.0000112,0.|PG=D 
04H[O(01),2C2'(Mgl.Mgl), 2C2"(Ol.Ol)] ||@

40. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, -2 
charge on the cluster, no CO, STO-3G basis set.

111 | GINC-UNK | SP [ RHF | STO-3G [ Mg405 (2 -) | PCUSER | 22-May-1999 | 0 | |# 
RHF/STO-3G POP=REG SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 OUT=WFN TEST||3x3x1,
O in the Center, -2 charge on the cluster, nothing under, no 
CO, STO-3G basis set|
|-2,1|0,0,0.,0.,0. I Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,0., 
0.|O,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. [Mg,0,2.1,4.2 
,0.10,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Vers ion=4 8 6-Windows-G92RevE.11State=l-Al
G|HF=-1157.0015601 RMSD=3.420e-009|Dipole=0.,0. , 0. |PG=D04H[O 
(01) ,2C21 (Mgl.Mgl) ,2C2 n(Ol.Ol)] | |@

41. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, -2 
charge on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set.

11 1 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | LANL1DZ | Mg405 (2 -) | PCUSER | 27-May-1999 | 0 | [ 
#RHF/LANL1DZ POP=REG SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=300 OUT=WFN TEST]
13x3x1, O in the center, No CO, No Mg under, LANL1DZ basis 
set, -2 charge[
-2,110, 0, 0 ., 0 ., 0 . 

0. [Mg, 0,4.2,2.1,0. 
,0 .|0 ,0,2 .1 ,2 .1 ,0 .

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0.|Mg,0,0.,2.1, 
O,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0. |0,0,4.2,4.2
| Version=48 6-Windows-G92RevE. 1 

G|HF=-377.6322763|RMSD=6.3 02e-009|Dipole=0. , 0. , 0 . 
01),2C2'(Mgl.Mgl),2C2"(Ol.Ol)] ||@

State=l-Al 
PG=D04H[0(

42. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, -2 
charge on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set.

l|l|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|3-21G* |Mg405 (2-) | PCUSER | 28-May-1999 | 0 | |# 
RHF/3-21G* POP=REG SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=300 OUT=WFN TEST||3x3x1, 
0 in the center, No CO, No Mg under, 3-21G* basis set, -2
charge[|-2,l|0,0,0.,0.,0. 
0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 
4.2,4.2,0. [0,0,2.1,2.1,0.

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0.[Mg,0, 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0. |0,0,
|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1 

te=l-AlG|HF=-1166.515798|RMSD=5.328e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,0. 
D04H[0(01),2C2'(Mgl.Mgl),2C2"(Ol.Ol)]||@

Sta
PG=
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43. 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under the layer, 0 charge

on the cluster, no CO, ST0-3G basis set.
1 |1 1GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|ST0-3G|Mg505|PCUSER113-Jul-1999 j 0 | |#RHF/ 
STO-3G POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCYC=400 SCFCONV=8 TEST||3x3x1 
STO-3G Basis set, O in the center. Mg under the layer, No
CO| |0,1|0,0,0.,0.,0.
1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 
.2,0.|Of0,2.1,2.1,0. 
G92RevE.11State=l-Al

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. |0,0,4.2,0.,0. |Mg,0,0.,2. 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0. |O,0,4.2,4 
Mg,0,2.1,2.1, -2.11 I Version=486-Windows- 
HF=-1354 .4862908 |RMSD=9.362e-009|Dipole

= 0.,0.,-3.7634036|PG=C04V[C4(OlMgl) ,2SGV(Mg2) ,2SGD(02)] | |@

44. 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, no CO, LANL1DZ basis set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK |SP| RHF |LANL1DZ |Mg505 I PCUSER I 05-Jul-1999 ] 0 [ | #RHF 
/LANL1DZ SCFC0NV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST[|3x3x1, O 
in the Center, Mg under the layer, No CO LANL1DZ basis set | 
|0,l|0,0,0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,0.,0 
. |0,0,2.1,2.1,0. [Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. [Mg, 0,2.1,4.2, 
0. |0,0,4.2,4.2,0. [Mg,0,2.1,2.1,-2.11 |Version=486-Windows-G92 
RevE.1 1HF=-378.2932644[RMSD=8.059e-0 09]Dipole=0. , 0. , - 3.52888 
06|PG=C04V [C4(OlMgl),2SGV(Mg2),2SGD(02)]|[@

45. 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set.

1|1|GINC-UNK|SP|RHF|3-21G*|Mg505|PCUSER|05-Jul-1999|0 ||#RHF/ 
3-21G* SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN TEST)|3x3x1 with 
O in the center, Mg under No CO, 3-21G* basis set[ 
|0,l|0,0,0.,0.,0.[Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0 
. |0,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2, 
0. |0,0,4.2,4.2,0. Mg,0,2.1,2.1,-2.11 |Version=486-WindOws-G92 
RevE.1IState=l-Al HF=-1364.9731346|RMSD=4.180e-009|Dipole=0. 
,0 .,-3.1016868|PG=C04V [C4(OlMgl),2SGV(Mg2),2SGD(02)] ||@

46. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with C down, STO-3G basis set.

1 1 1 1 GINC-UNK | POPT [ RHF | STO 
RHF/STO-3G OPT OPTCYC=99
TEST
|0,1

3x3x1, O m  center, 
Mg,0,2. 
O,0,0., 
C, 0,Cx,

O, 0, 0 . , 0 . , 0 .
! | Mg^ 0, 4 .2, 2 .1, 0 .
0 .|0 ,0,2 .1 ,2 .1 ,0 . 
z=2.47008846| Cx=2.11Cy=2
S-G92RevE.1 
=5.991e-002 
g2) ,2 SGD(02

State=l-Al|HF 
Dipole=0-,0., ] | |@

-3G|ClMg406[PCUSER|24-Dec-1998|l[ |# 
SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN 
Opt for CO, C down, STO-3G|
1.0..0. |0,0,4.2,0.,0. |Mg,0,0.,2 .1,0
4.2.0.|Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.[0,0,4.2,4.2, 
Cy,CzIO,0,Ox,Oy,Oz[ICz=l.30447025|O 
1 1Ox=2 .11Oy=2 .11 [ Version=486-Window =-1268.5846081|RMSD=4.475e-0 09|RMSF 
0.5644191|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl),2SGV(M
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47. 3x3x1 with. O in the center, nothing under the layer, 0

charge on the cluster, CO with C down, LANL1DZ basis
set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK| POPT | RHF | LANL1DZ | ClMg406 | PCUSER | 26-Dec-1998 | 1 1 | 
#RHF/LANL1DZ OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG 

3x3x1, O in center, Opt for CO, CO with COUT=WFN TEST| 
down, LiANL 1DZ
| o, i | o , o , o . , o !, o .
.|Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 
0 .|0 ,0,2 .1,2 .1 ,0 .

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0.|Mg,0,0.,2.1,0 
0,0,0.,4.2,0.|Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.|0,0,4.2,4.2, 
C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz|O, 0 , Ox,Oy,Oz| |Cz=l.29745132|O 

z=2 .42175983 | Cx=2 .11 Cy=2 .11 Ox=2 .110y=2 .11 | Version=486-Window 
S-G92RevE . 1 1 State=l-Al I HF=-490 . 03933111 RMSD=4 . 004e-009 | RMSF= 
4.819e-002|Dipole=0.,0.,0.7000626|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl) ,2SGV(Mg 
2),2SGD(02)]||@

48. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis set.

1 1 1 [ GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | 3 -21G* | ClMg406 [ PCUSER | 24-Dec-1998 11 1 [ # 
RHF/3-21G* OPT OPTCYC=99 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=99 POP=REG OUT=WFN
TEST
|0,1

3x3x1, O in center, Opt for CO, C down, 3-21G*
0 f0/0.,0./0. 

1 i Mg jo,4.2,2.1,0. 
0.|Q,0,2.1,2.1,0.

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. |0,0,4.2,0.,0. |Mg,0,0.,2.1,0 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0. |0,0,4.2,4.2, 
C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz J O, 0 , Ox,Oy,Oz\ [ Cz=l.28371944\Q

z=2 .40819364 | Cx=2 .11 Cy=2 .11 Ox=2 .11 Oy=2 .11 |Version=486-Window
S-G92RevE.1 
=4.803e-002 
g2) ,2 SGD(02

State=l-Al|HF=-1278.4266715|RMSD=4.761e-009 | RMSF 
Dipole=0.,0.,0.5065488|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl) , 2SGV(M 
] | |@

49. 3x3x1 with O in the center, CO with C down, -2 charge on 
the cluster, STO-3G basis set.

1 1 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | STO-3G | ClMg406 (2 - ) | PCUSER | 26-May-1999 | 
1 |#RHF/STO-3G OPT POP=REG OPTCYC=300 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=300 
OUT=WFN TEST | 13x3x1, O Center,-2 charge, Opt for CO, C down,
| I-2,11 0,0,0.,0.,0. I Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.
,0.|O,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0.
2,0. | 0,0,4.2,4.2,0. | C, 0 , Cx, Cy, Cz | 0 ,‘ 0 , Ox, Oy, Oz | | Cz=I. 44310511 
|Oz=2.76249799|Cx=2.11Cy=2.11Ox=2.1(Oy=2.11 |Version=486-Wind 
ows-G92RevE.11HF=-1268.1241176|RMSD=2.961e-009|RMSF=5.087e-0 
02|Dipole=0.,0.,-2.1262592|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl) ,2SGV(Mg2) ,2SGD
(02)] I |@

Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,0. 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.
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50. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer,

-2 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, LANLIDZ basis
set.

1|1 GINC-UNK [ POPT | RHF | LANL1DZ |ClMg406 (2-) | PCUSER | 2 9-May-1999 
|1 #RHF/LANLIDZ OPT POP=REG OPTCYC=300 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=3 00 
OUT=WFN TEST | 13x3x1, 0 in the Center, -2 charge on the 
cluster Opt for CO, C down, LANLIDZ basis set

Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,0., 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2

-2,1|0,0,0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. 
0 . |0,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0.
,0. |0,0,4.2,4.2,0. |C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz|o;0,Ox,Oy,Oz[ |Cz=3.804010211 
Oz=4.94726544|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.1|[Version=486-Windo 
ws-G92RevE.11State=l-AlIHF=-490.3210687|RMSD=2.677e-009|RMSF 
=2.181e-002|Dipole=0 . ,0.,1.9542964|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl) ,2SGV(M 
g2),2SGD(02)]||@

51. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer,
-2 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis 
set.

1 1 1 GINC-UNK I POPT [ RHF I 3-21G* |ClMg406(2-) | PCUSER | 28-May-1999 | 
1 |#RHF/3-21G* OPT POP=REG OPTCYC=300 SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=300 
OUT=WFN TEST | 13x3x1, O in the Center, -2 charge on the 
cluster Opt for CO, C down, 3-21G* basis set | 
!-2,l{0,0,0.,0.,0.!Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,0.,2.1,0. |0,0,4.2,0., 
0. |0,0,2.1,2.1,0. I Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,4.2 
,0.|0,0,4.2,4.2,0.|C,0,Cx,Cy,Cz|Of0,0x,0y,0z||Cz=3.21069801| 
0z=4.344392 09|Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1|Ox=2.1|Oy=2.1||Version=486-Windo 
WS-G92RevE.1 State=l-AlIHF=-1278.6164769| RMSD=7.787e-009|RMS 
F=2.755e-002 Dipole=0.,0.,1.6991187|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOl),2SGV( 
Mg2),2SGD(02 ] ||@

52. 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, CO with C down, STO-3G basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G| ClMg506 | PCUSER 112 - Jul-1999 | 0 | | #RH 
F/STO-3G POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCYC=400 SCFCONV=8 TEST||MgO, 
3x3x1 layer,STO-3G Basis set, O in the center, Mg under the 
layer, CO at opt with C down, 0 chargef
|0,l|0,0,0.,0.,0 
.|Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 
0.|0,0,2.1,2.1,0.

Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0.|Mg,0,0.,2.1,0 
0,0,0.,4.2,0.|Mg,0,2.1,4.2,0.(O,0,4.2,4.2, 
Mg,0,2.1,2.1,-2.1|C,0,2.1,2.1,3.34134372|O 

,0;2.1,2.1,4.48627348| | Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.11State=l 
-A1|HF=-1465.7134502|RMSD=9.305e-009|Dipole=0. , 0.,-3.6624327 
|PG=C04V[C4(OlClOlMgl) ,2SGV(Mg2) ,2SGD(02)] | |@
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53. 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under the layer, 0

charge on the cluster, CO with C down, LANLIDZ basis
set.

111 1 GXNC-UNK | SP | RHF | LANLIDZ | ClMg506 | PCUSER | 09- Jul-1999 | 0 [ | #R 
HF/LANLIDZ POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 TEST||3x3x1 
with O in the center, Mg under CO at opt, C down, LANLIDZ 
basis set, 0 charge|
|0,l|0,0r0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1,0.,0. Mg,0,0 .,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,0.,0 
-|0,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0. 0,0,0.,4.2,0. jMg,0,2.1,4.2, 
0. |0,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1, 2.1,-2.11C, 0,2.1,2.1,3.83544689|O 
,0,2.1,2.1,4. 97104037 | | Version=486-Windows-G92RevE. 1 1 State=l 
-Al|HF=-490.9812224|RMSD=4.075e-009|Dipole=0.,0.,-3.6497554| 
PG=C04V [C4(OlClOlMgl) ,2SGV(Mg2),2SGD(02)] [ |@

54. 3x3x1 with O in the center. Mg under the layer, 0 
charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* basis 
set.

1111 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | 3 -21G* [ ClMg506 | PCUSER | 08-Jul-1999 | 0 | | #RH 
F/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 TEST||MgO with 
CO, 3x3x1 with O in the center, Mg under CO at opt, C down, 
3-21G* basis set I

Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.|Q,0,4.2,0.,0 
0,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1, 4 .2,

|0,1|0,0,0.,0.,0. |Mg,0,2.1, 0. , 0. 
-|0,0,2.1,2.1,0.|Mg,0,4.2,2.1,0.
0.|O,0,4.2,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1,2.1,-2.11C, 0 , 2.1,2.i,3.34063789|O 
,0,2.1,2.1,4.46712095 | |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE. 1 1State=l 
-A11HF=-1477.0747705|RMSD=6.743e-009|Dipole=0., 0.,-3.1462844 
|PG=C04V [C4(OlClOlMgl) ,2SGV(Mg2) ,2SGD(02)] | |@

55. 3x3x1 with O in the center, nothing under the layer, -2 
charge on the cluster, CO with O down, STO-3G basis set.

1111 GINC-UNK | SP | RHF | STO-3G| ClMg406 (2-) | PCUSER 118 - Jun-1999 | 0 |
| #RHF/STO-3G POP=REG SCFCONV=8 OUT=WFN TEST ] | 3x3x1, O in the 
Center, -2 charge on the cluster, Optimization done, CO with 
O down, STO-3G basis setf

Mg,0,0.,2.1,0.|0,0,4.2,0., 
O,0,0.,4.2,0. |Mg,0,2.1, 4.2|-2,l|O,0,0.,0.,0.|Mg,0,2.1,0.,0.

0. jO,0,2.1,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2, 2.1,0.
,0. 10,0,4.2,4.2,0.10,0,2.1,2.1,19!4484 IC,0,2.1, 2.1,20. 5937 I | 
Version=486-Windows-G92RevE. 1 1 State=l-Al | HF=-1268 .2270077 | RM 
SD=8.203e-009|Dipole=0.,0. , 10.2855303| PG=C04V[C4(OlOlCl) ,2SG 
V(Mg2) ,2 SGD(02)] | |@
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56. 3x3x1 with Mg inthe center, S under the layer, 0 charge

on the cluster, no CO, 3-21G* basis set, opt for Mg 
position

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | 3 -21G* | Mg504Sl | PCUSER j 05 - Apr-1999 | 1 [ | # 
RHF/3-21G* OPT SCFCYC=200 SCFCONV=8 OPTCYC=200 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST| |MgO CO, 3x3x1, 3-21G* Basis set, S under, Opt 
for Mg position)
|0,11Mg,0,0 . ,0.,0. |O,0,2.1,0.,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0. (O,0,0.,2.1,0 
.|0,0,4.2,2.1,0.|Mg,0,0.,4.2,0.|0,0,2.1,4.2,0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2, 
0.|S,0,2.1,2.1,-2.11Mg,0,Mgx,Mgy, Mgz I |Mgz=0.28745746 IMgx=2.1 
|Mgy=2.1(|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.1 State=l-Al|HF=-1686. 
1390667|RMSD=3.929e-009|RMSF=3.962e-002 Dipole=0.,0.,1.7847 
604|PG=C04V [C4(MglSl) ,2SGV(02) ,2SGD(Mg2)] | |@

57. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, S under the layer, Mg
relaxed, 0 charge on the cluster, CO with C down, 3-21G* 
basis set.

1 11 1 GINC-UNK | POPT | RHF | 3 - 21G* | ClMg505Sl j PCUSER | 23 -Mar-1998 11 1 
|#RHF/3-21G* OPT SCFCYC=99 SCFC0NV=8 OPTCYC=99 POP=REG 
OUT=WFN TEST| |MgO,3x3x1 layer, 3-21G* Basis set, opt for CO 
Mg in the Center, sulfur under the layer |

Mg,0,4.2,0.,0.O,0,2.1,4.2,0.
O, 0, 0 . , 2 .1, 
Mg,0,4.2,4, 2|0,11Mg,0,0 . ,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0.

0.)0,0,4.2,2.1,0.jMg,0,0.,4.2,0.
,0. |S, 0, 2.1,2.1,-2.11Mg,0,2.1,2.i,0.2864 
,Oy,Oz||Cx=2.1|Cy=2.1|Cz=2.679743[Ox=2.1 
|Version=486-Windows-G92RevE .11HF=-1798.2409502 
009|RMSF=3.894e-002|Dipole=0.,0.,3.0091354|PG=C04V[C4(OlClMg 
1S1),2SGV(02),2SGD(Mg2)]|(@

C, 0 , Cx, Cy, Cz | O, 0, Ox 
Oy=2.1 Oz=3.804909| 

RMSD=1.946e-

58. 3x3x1 with Mg in the center, S under the layer, 0 charge 
on the cluster, CO with O down, Mg relaxed, 3-21G* basis 
set.

11 1 1 GINC-UNK) SP | RHF | 3-21G* | ClMg505Sl | PCUSER | 18-Oct-1999 | 0 | ( # 
RHF/3-21G* POP=REG OUT=WFN SCFCONV=8 SCFCYC=400 TEST||MgO 
and CO molecule, O down, sulfur under the layer, Mg relaxed, 
3-21G* basis set|
I 0,l|Mg,0,0.,0.,0. |0,0,2.1,0.,0. |0,0,0.,2.1,0. |Mg,0,4.2,0.,0 
. IMg,0,2.1,2.1,0.28746 I 0,0,4.2,2.1,0. |Mg,0,0.,4.2,0. |0,0,2.1 
,4.2,0.|Mg,0,4.2,4.2,0.|S,0,2.1,2.1,-2.1|O,0,2.1,2.1,2.52654 
|C,0,2.1,2.1,3.66157| |Version=486-Windows-G92RevE.11Stated- 
All HF=-1798 .2489649 |RMSD=4 .580e-009 |Dipole=0 .,0.,2.3453 913|P 
G=C04V [C4(ClOlMglSl) ,2SGV (02),2SGD(Mg2)] | |@
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1 5 9

Opt for CO separation, 3-21G* basis set
GAUSSIAN 
2 NUCLEI 

C 1
CHARGE = 

0 2
CHARGE =

7 MOL ORBITALS 30 PRIMITIVES
(CENTRE

6.0
(CENTRE

8.0

1)
2 )

0.00000000 0.00000000 -1.21909962
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.91432471

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
2

3 3 4 4
2591090D+02

CENTRE ASSIGNMENTS 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
CENTRE ASSIGNMENTS 2 2
TYPE ASSIGNMENTS 1 1
3 4 1 1 1 1 1
TYPE ASSIGNMENTS 2 2
EXPONENTS 0.1722560D+03 0.
0.3664980D+01 0.7705450D+00 
EXPONENTS 0.3664980D+01 0.7705450D+00 
0.77054500+00 0.3664980D+01 
EXPONENTS 0.7705450D+00 0.1958570D+00 
0.1958570D+00 0.1958570D+00 
EXPONENTS 0.3220370D+03 0.4843080D+02 
0.7402940D+01 0.1576200D+01 
EXPONENTS 0.7402940D+01 0.1576200D+01 
0.1576200D+01 0.7402940D+01 
EXPONENTS 0.1576200D+01 0.3736840D+00 
0.3736840D+00 0.3736840D+00 
MO 1 MO 0 .0 OCC NO
= -20.5789584

0 .19085091D-02 
0.90869005D-03 
-0.97613589D-18 
0.41821091D-02 
0.43757560D-02 

0 -28626915D-02

2
2

2
3

2
3

2
4

1 2  3 4
0.5533350D+01
0.3664980D+01
0.1958570D+00
0.1042060D+02
0.7402940D+01
0 .3736840D+00

2.0000000 OR
0.11708 964D-02

ENERGY

-0 .12651780D-17
0 .42002698D-16

0.13602657D-02 
-0.95296457D-03 
-0.18838618D-17 

-0.65556066D-18 
0.21669885D-02 

0 .56832619D-19
0.31569900D+01 0 . 45237625D+01 0 . 28772407D+01

-0.12805920D+00 0.12123077D+00
0.29997778D-14 0 .15147862D-14 -0.11941066D-16 

-0.60298340D-17 -0.19305481D-01 
-0.97486143D-02 -0.17688277D-01 -0.30845575D-15 

0.46271556D-18 0.58561715D-02
MO 2 MO 0.0 OCC NO
= -11.3177169 

0 .20641965D+01 
-0.65854841D-01 

0.14126429D-16 
0 .37357987D-17

0 .28961531D+01 
0.62795239D-01 
0 . 73197057D-17 

0 .12387362D-01 
0.64185966D-02 -0 .48331758D-02 

-0.14216355D-16 -0.11541736D-03 
-0.66581565D-03 -0 . 95407075D-03

2.0000000 ORB. ENERGY
0.17768295D+01
0 .72097836D-17

-0 -27038465D-03 
-0.13391107D-14 

-0.46716596D-15 
0 .25228354D-02

0 .25596706D-03 
-0 .67620558D-15 
0 .49960487D-02 
-0 .68302644D-03

-0.20696991D-16
-0.60681594D-03
-0.92514314D-15
0 .14116451D-15
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0.97544421D-16 0.30952493D-02
MO 3 MO 0.0 OCC NO = 2.0000000 ORB. ENERGY
= -1.5476455
-0.25548182D+00 -0.35845155D+00 -0.21991492D+00 

-0.10601545D+00 0.10108999D+00
0.27411691D-15 0.14203555D-15 0.31511720D-15

0.16328014D-15 0.31673896D+00
0.16412046D+00 0.88384876D-02 -0.20627740D-16

-0.27032036D-16 -0.92153542D-02 
-0 .69635006D+00 -0.99782459D+00 -0.63464462D+00 

-0.27475664D+00 0.26010593D+00
0 .10342643D-15 0.52226845D-16 0.35086600D-15

0.17717545D-15 -0.66892210D+00 
-0.33778301D+00 0.22709384D+00 -0.68428797D-16

-0.33135115D-16 -0.60385105D-01
MO 4 MO 0.0 OCC NO = 2.0000000 ORB. ENERGY
= -0.7853501

0.28148268D+00 0.39493185D+00 0.24229608D+00
0.14304177D+00 -0.13639608D+00 
-0.39474114D-15 -0.20453782D-15 0.25939960D-16

0.13440968D-16 -0.21180809D+00 
-0.10974981D+00 -0.53052348D-01 0.20697923D-16

0 .38704339D-16 0.92869050D-02
-0 .40691033D+00 -0.58307618D+00 -0.37085292D+00 

-0.15676620D+00 0.14840704D+00
-0 .12592786D-14 -0.63589307D-15 0.15296300D-14

0 .77241135D-15 0.17195165D+01
0 .86829763D+00 0.17195222D+00 -0.68700994D-16

-0.70129265D-16 0.15152914D+00
MO 5 MO 0.0 OCC NO = 2.0000000 ORB. ENERGY
= -0.6347647

0.14470287D-15 0.20302410D-15 0.12455806D-15
0.52186755D-16 -0.49762169D-16

0.42911052D+00 0.22234655D+00 0.39805894D-01
0 .20625697D-01 0.16321206D-15

0.84569445D-16 -0.48641132D-16 0.36892466D-01
0 .34222829D-02 0.14176066D-16
-0.25669861D-15 -0.36783250D-15 -0.23395186D-15 

-0.53323720D-16 0.50480366D-16
0.18902447D+01 0.95450955D+00 0.17534615D+00

0.88543870D-01 0.39138014D-15
0.19763372D-15 0.90471633D-16 0.20158784D+00

0.18700041D-01 0.45382076D-16
MO 6 MO 0.0 OCC NO = 2.0000000 ORB. ENERGY
= -0.6347647
-0.14137318D-15 -0.19835241D-15 -0.12169191D-15 

-0.67509985D-16 0.64373485D-16
-0.39805894D-01 -0.20625697D-01 0.42911052D+00

0 .22234655D+00 -0.75122223D-16 
-0 .38925094D-16 0.41082177D-16 -0.34222829D-02

0.36892466D-01 -0.13174304D-16
0.12685584D-15 0.18177622D-15 0.11561481D-15
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0 .35876077D-16 - 
-0.17534615D+00 

0.95450955D+00 - 
-0.14200552D-15 

0 .20158784D+00 - 
MO 7 MO 0
= -0.5432441
-0.31575482D+00 

-0.10048407D+00 
-0.52470478D-15 

-0.42227330D-16 
-0.34016606D+00 

-0.21391358D-16 
0.40410586D-01 

0 .20111495D-01 - 
0.19255604D-15 

-0.38657400D-15 
0.47546763D+00 

0 .25169469D-16 
END DATA 
THE HF ENERGY 
2 .00339675

0.33963076D-16 
-0.88543870D-01 0.

0.28121790D-15 
-0.50877100D-16 -0. 

0.32086802D-16 
.0 OCC NO =
-0.44301707D+00 -0. 
0.95815599D-01 
-0.27187938D-15 -0. 

-0.65649246D+00
0 .16278247D+00 0.

-0.32242942D-01
0.57905755D-01 0.

0.19039100D-01
0 .97234282D-16 -0. 

0.94158320D+00 
-0.31896335D-01 0.

0.10079271D+00

18902447D+01
18700041D-01

2.0000000 ORB. 
27179702D+00 
81495266D-16 
77620063D-16 
36829696D-01 
76554440D-15 
48324462D-16

-112.093298981330 THE VIRIAL(-V/T)

ENERGY
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